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1. Summary- Zusammenfassung
1.1.

Summary

Plant growth depends on a continuous nutrient uptake by roots. In natural or
agricultural ecosystems nutrients are often sparingly available and subject to a nonhomogenous or patchy distribution in the rooted soil volume. Plants may then alter
their root system architecture to better exploit nutrient patches in the soil. Directed
root growth towards a nutrient source may be seen as an indication for nutrient
sensing. So far, changes in root system architecture have been systematically
investigated only for nitrate, sulphate and phosphate. It was therefore the aim of this
thesis to investigate changes in root morphology to other nutrients which are
restricted in their mobility in soils, namely iron and ammonium.
The first part of the present thesis describes how the root system architecture is
altered by localized iron (Fe) supply. In the low concentration range, increasing Fe
concentrations in a homogenous or localized supply enhanced lateral root number in
a similar manner. Lateral root length, however, was twofold higher under localized
relative to homogenous Fe supply. With further increasing Fe concentrations lateral
root length was repressed even though shoot growth was unaffected. Using
Arabidopsis mutants which are defective in Fe acquisition or Fe translocation within
the plant, it was possible to show that lateral root elongation is under control of a
local rather than a systemic regulatory loop involving the high-affinity Fe transporter
IRT1.
The second part of the thesis describes and investigates a novel phenotype in root
system architecture that depends on localized ammonium supply. Under these
conditions, Arabidopsis plants increased lateral root initiation and higher-order lateral
root branching, whereas localized nitrate supply favored lateral root elongation. Since
ammonium-stimulated lateral root number or density decreased after ammonium or
glutamine supply to a separate root fraction and did not correlate with cumulative
uptake of

15N-labeled

ammonium, lateral root branching was not purely due to a

nutritional effect but most likely reflected a sensing event. Thus, ammonium and
nitrate coordinate root morphology in an additive and complementary way. Using
AMMONIUM TRANSPORTER (AMT) mutants, ammonium-induced lateral root
branching was demonstrated to involve in particular AMT1;3. With the identification of

a stimulated lateral root initiation in response to localized ammonium and a tightly
regulated lateral root elongation in response to localized Fe supply, this thesis
contributed to a better understanding of how roots adapt to localized nutrient supplies
which is an important issue for an efficient utilization of placed fertilization in crops.
1.2.

Zusammenfassung

Pflanzliches Wachstum ist abhängig von einer kontinuierlichen Aufnahme von
Nährstoffen durch die Wurzel. Diese Nährstoffe sind im durchwurzelten Boden in
natürlichen als auch in Agrarökosystemen oft nur spärlich verfügbar und inhomogen
bzw. uneinheitlich verteilt. Durch Veränderung ihrer Wurzelsystemarchitektur passen
sich Pflanzen an diese ungleiche Verteilung der Nährstoffe an und können sie
dadurch besser ausschöpfen. Das gezielte Wachstum von Wurzeln in Richtung einer
Nährstoffquelle kann als Hinweis für ein Nährstoff –„Sensing“ betrachtet werden.
Bisher wurden nur Nitrat, Sulfat und Phosphat systematisch auf ihre Wirkung auf das
Wurzelsystem überprüft. Das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit war daher die
Untersuchung von Veränderungen in der Wurzelmorphologie durch die Nährstoffe
Eisen (Fe) und Ammonium (NH4+), deren Mobilität im Boden begrenzt ist.
Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit der Wirkung eines lokal begrenzten
Eisenangebotes auf die Architektur des Wurzelsystems. Bei niedrigen
Konzentrationen führte eine ansteigende Eisenkonzentration sowohl bei platzierter,
als auch bei homogener Verteilung des Nährstoffes zu einer erhöhten
Seitenwurzelanzahl. Die Seitenwurzellänge war jedoch doppelt so hoch unter
lokalisiertem gegenüber homogenem Eisenangebot. Mit steigender
Eisenkonzentration zeigte sich jedoch eine Hemmung der Seitenwurzellänge obwohl
das Sprosswachstum unbeeinflusst blieb. Unter Verwendung von Arabidopsislinien,
die in ihrer Eisenaufnahme oder –verlagerung innerhalb der Pflanze gestört sind,
konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Seitenwurzelstreckung eher unter der Kontrolle
eines lokalen als eines systematischen Regelkreises steht, in den auch der
hochaffine Eisentransporter IRT1 involviert ist.
Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wird ein neuer, Phänotyp der Wurzelsystemarchitektur
beschrieben und untersucht, welcher von loklaisiertem Ammoniumangebot abhängig
ist. Dabei zeigten Arabidopsispflanzen eine erhöhte Seitenwurzelinitiation und eine
stärkere Verzweigung von Seitenwurzeln höherer Ordnung, während ein lokales
Angebot von Nitrat die Seitenwurzelstreckung begünstigte. Da der von Ammonium
2

induzierte Effekt auf die Seitenwurzelanzahl oder –dichte durch eine Gabe von
Ammonium oder Glutamin zu einer separaten Wurzelfraktion abnahm und nicht mit
der kumulativen Aufnahme von

15N-markiertem

Ammonium korrelierte, ist die

Verzweigung der Seitenwurzeln nicht allein durch einen Ernährungseffekt zu
erklären. Eher spiegelt dies einen Sensing-Vorgang wieder. Folglich koordinieren
Ammonium und Nitrat die Wurzelmorphologie in einer additiven und sich
komplementierenden Weise. Mit Hilfe von Ammoniumtransporter(AMT)-Mutanten
konnte gezeigt werden, dass die durch Ammonium induzierte
Seitenwurzelverzweigung vorwiegend mit AMT1;3 verknüpft ist.
Mit der Identifizierung einer stimulierten Seitenwurzelinduktion durch eine lokale
Ammoniumgabe und einer streng regulierten Seitenwurzelelongation als Antwort auf
ein lokales Eisenangebot trägt diese Arbeit zu einem besseren Verständnis der
Adaption von Wurzeln auf eine lokale Nährstoffzufuhr bei, welches vor allem ein
wichtiges Thema für eine effiziente Nutzung platzierter Düngermittel in der
landwirtschaftlichen Produktion ist.
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2. General introduction
During their development, plants need to continuously coordinate the
formation and growth rate of organs in response to environmental cues. This
developmental plasticity is part of a strategy to overcome their sessile fate and allow
plants improving the acquisition of limiting resources. In this context, plant roots are
responsible for nutrient and water uptake, and to provide an anchor in the soil
(Marschner, 1995). Therefore, a root system is the primary site that perceives
inadequate nutrient supply. Investigating the factors that determine root architecture
is of outstanding importance not only for studying adaptive responses to varying
nutrient availabilities but also for improving nutrient use efficiency in agricultural
production systems.

2.1.

The root system

The root system of higher plants consists of an embryonic primary root and
post-embryonic lateral and adventitious root. Roots of the model plant Arabidopsis
thaliana have a simple anatomy composed of single layers of epidermal, cortical and
endodermal cells which surround the vascular tissue. A pivotal issue in postembryonic development is to continuously maintain pools of totipotent stem cells in
their apical meristems, which allow an ongoing development of root and shoot organs
(Weigel and Jürgens, 2002; Laux, 2003; Dinneny and Benfey, 2008).
In many dicotyledonous species, a significant part of the root system
originates after the establishment of the primary root through the formation of lateral
roots. The root system of cereal crop species differs in its architecture and anatomy,
by developing adventitious roots (Hochholdinger et al., 2004). Although, root
patterning genes are essentially common (e.g. SHORTROOT and SCARECROW)
among most root types, the identification of root-defective mutants in cereals
suggests that primary, lateral and adventitious roots are at least in part regulated by
different pathways (Hochholdinger et al., 2004). A deeper understanding of these
pathways might also facilitate breeding approaches for a better adaptation of the root
system architecture to varying nutrient supplies (Malamy, 2005).

4
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2.1.1.

Lateral root development

Recent advances in the study of lateral root formation have led to the
identification of important regulatory processes. In Arabidopsis, lateral roots originate
from pericycle founder cell layer located opposite to xylem poles and follow a
chronological development (Malamy and Benfey, 1997). In principle, lateral root
formation can be divided in three major steps defined as pre-initiation, initiation and
post-initiation (Péret et al., 2009).

2.1.1.1.

Pre-initiation of a lateral root

To form lateral roots, pericycle cells in the primary root apex dedifferentiate
and re-enter mitotic cell division. Although, most of the pericycle cells, for example,
the phloem poles remain in the G1 phase, the xylem pole cell advance to the G2
phase (Casimiro et al., 2003). Thereby, xylem-pole pericycle cells maintain their
ability to divide after leaving the root apical meristem (Dubrovsky et al., 2000). Using
a reverse genetic approach, a mutant with altered lateral root initiation was identified
in Arabidopsis (Celenza et al., 1995). The mutant aberrant lateral root formation4
(alf4) prevents lateral root initiation due to a defect in completing mitosis (Celenza et
al., 1995). The nuclear protein ALF4 is required to maintain xylem pole pericycle cells
in a mitotically competent state and its function is independent of auxin signaling
(DiDonato et al., 2004). In the basal meristem, which is right behind the root apical
meristem, the xylem pore pericycle cells get primed to further induce asymmetrical
cell divisions and generate pairs of founder cells in an auxin-dependent signaling
process (De Smet et al., 2007). The existence of an auxin signal in the basal
meristem supports the importance of the root tip for the regulation of root branching
and supports the idea that the auxin pool in the root tip drives the initial stages of
lateral root primordia formation (De Smet et al., 2007).

2.1.1.2.

Auxin regulates lateral root initiation

With the classical work from Skoog and Miller (1957), the plant hormone auxin
has been related to root development. Exogenous application of auxin or mutants
that accumulate high levels of auxin, like superroot1 (sur1), stimulate lateral root
formation (Boerjan et al., 1995; Hobbie, 1998). In contrast, auxin-resistant or auxin5
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depleted mutants have a reduced number of lateral roots (Casimiro et al., 2003). The
mechanisms underlying auxin-mediated differentiation of xylem pole pericycle cells
into founder cells still remain elusive, although, auxin is likely to be the plant hormone
responsible for competence acquisition of dedifferentiated cells (Sena et al., 2009).
Under normal growth conditions, lateral root initiation occurs at a regular rhythm
during primary root growth. This rhythm is governed by an auxin oscillation in the
pericycle founder cell, which expresses in intervals of approximately 15 hours (De
Smet et al., 2007). Interestingly, each peak of the observed auxin-reporter gene
expression correlated with the initiation of a new lateral root primordium along the
primary root (De Smet et al., 2007). Thus, auxin pulses close to the adjacent xylem
pole regulate the spacing of lateral root initiation. This process is dependent on an
auxin transport carrier, AUX1 (AUXIN RESISTANT1), which is essential for root
gravitropic responses (De Smet et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 1996). AUX1 significantly
contributes to lateral root formation by controlling overall auxin levels in the root tip,
unloading the auxin transported via the phloem, and controlling its availability at the
site of lateral root initiation; this is governed by basipetal auxin transport from the root
tip (Marchant et al., 2002). Recently, another mechanism was implied in the
regulation of the spacing of founder cells that give rise to lateral primordia
development. Under mechanical stimuli by either gravitropic curvature or by forced
bending of the root, auxin accumulates at the site of lateral root induction (Ditengou
et al., 2008). The transient bending process is dependent on a redistribution of auxin
by PIN1 (PIN-FORMED1) re-localizing to pericycle cells on the outside of the
bending. The enhanced auxin flow triggers the expression of AUX1 generating an
auxin maximum that precedes lateral root initiation. On the other hand, the auxin
efflux to adjacent protoxylem cells under mechanical induction is independent of
AUX1 (Ditengou et al., 2008). Thus, mechanical signaling mechanism programming
the “priming” of pericycle founder cells to turn into lateral root initial appears to be
independent of auxin (Ditengou et al., 2008). In summary, the positioning of lateral
root initials along the primary root is under influence of endogenous auxin signals, in
particular oscillatory auxin pulses, and environmental signals, such as mechanical
stimuli.
Several components of the auxin signaling pathway leading to lateral root
initiation have recently been identified (Fukaki et al., 2007). The mutant solitary root1
(slr1) is blocked in lateral initiation and external auxin applications cannot rescue the
phenotype (Fukaki et al., 2002). SLR1 encodes IAA14, a member of a large family of
6
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Aux/IAA proteins that act as transcriptional repressors of auxin-regulated genes
(Fukaki et al., 2002). Mutant phenotypes expressing stabilized forms of IAA1, IAA3,
IAA18, IAA19 or IAA28 exhibit reduced numbers of laterals, but still allow lateral root
initiation (Yang et al., 2004; Tian and Reed, 1999; Rogg et al., 2001; Tatematsu et al.,
2004). Thus, Aux/IAA proteins control lateral root development and growth at different
developmental stages (Péret et al., 2009).
In roots, auxin is perceived through a TIR1 (TRANSPORTER INHIBITOR
RESPONSE 1) or AFB1-3 (AUXIN RECEPTOR F-BOX PROTEIN1-3) dependent
receptor mechanism, which is a component of a cellular protein complex known as
the SCFTIR1/AFB E3 ubiquitin ligase complex (Skp1-Cullin-F-box complex) (Dharmasiri
et al., 2005b; Dharmasiri et al., 2005a). This complex, consisting of AtCUL1, RBX1
and ASK1/ASK2, is recruited by the receptor in an auxin-dependent manner (Quint
and Gray, 2006), and stabilizes the interaction between TIR1 and Aux/IAA substrates.
The interaction results in Aux/IAA ubiquitination and subsequent degradation by the
proteasome, which implies that the regulation of protein stability is a crucial process
in auxin signaling (Dharmasiri et al., 2005b; Tan et al., 2007). This rapid turnover of
Aux/IAA proteins provides the ability to plants to modulate auxin-responses according
to fast stimuli (Vanneste and Friml, 2009). There is an important redundancy in TIR1/
AFB-type auxin receptors, since only a triple mutant (tir1 afb2 afb3) displays a visible
reduction of lateral root number (Dharmasiri et al., 2005b).
To activate the transcription of auxin-regulated gene expression, auxin causes
the destruction of Aux/IAA repressor proteins that dimerize with ARFs (AUXIN
RESPONSE FACTORs). Once released from Aux/IAA proteins, ARFs bind to auxinresponsive promoter elements in target genes. In Arabidopsis, 23 genes encoding
ARFs have been described, whereby ARF7 and ARF19 are involved in lateral root
initiation. Consequently, the arf7 arf19 double mutant fails to initiate lateral root
primordia, similar to the slr1 mutant (Fukaki et al., 2002; Vanneste et al., 2005).
Moreover, the findings that the arf7 arf19 double mutant is able to form few lateral
roots suggests that further ARFs genes might contribute to lateral initiation (Fukaki et
al., 2007).

2.1.1.3.

Lateral root initiation

Lateral root initiation starts right after auxin-induced signaling, when the
adjacent primed pericycle cells undergo anticlinal and asymmetrical division creating
7
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two short cells flanked by two longer cells; this is defined as stage I (Malamy and
Benfey, 1997; Casimiro et al., 2001). After a radial expansion, the central short
daughter cells divide periclinally to form a primordium composed of inner and outer
cell layers, which has been denominated as stage II (Malamy and Benfey, 1997). In
stage III, the outer cells undergo another round of periclinal cell divisions to give rise
to three cell layers in the lateral root primordium. The inner cells also divide
periclinally to create a fourth cell layer; this is stage IV (Malamy and Benfey, 1997). In
stage V, the lateral root primordium breaks through the parental cortex, and finally
emerges at stage VIII (Malamy and Benfey, 1997).
Recently, components of the lateral root initiation process have been
elucidated by transcriptome profiling of the arf7 arf19 double mutant and the slr1
mutant (Vanneste et al., 2005). A gene involved in the cell cycle regulation, DCYCLIN (CYCD3,1), displayed a lower expression in the slr1 mutant. The
overexpression of this cell cycle-regulating gene accelerated the transition from the
G1 to the S phase, increasing anticlinal cell divisions, but it was unable to rescue the
formation of lateral root primordia. The failure to activate the marker gene ACR4
(ARABIDOPSIS CRINKLY4) in pericycle founder cells demonstrated that cell
proliferation per se was not the cause of lacking lateral root formation in the slr1
mutant (De Smet et al., 2008; Dubrovsky et al., 2009). Thus, a fine level tuning of
asymmetric cell divisions is required for lateral root initiation (Vanneste et al., 2005).
In the primary root auxin transport by PIN-type efflux carriers has a strong
influence on lateral root initiation. The PIN family in Arabidopsis thaliana is composed
of 8 members of plant-specific plasma membrane-localized proteins. The evident
lack of lateral root formation in the pin1 pin3 pin4 pin7 mutant (PIN quadruple mutant)
suggested that auxin transport is likely to pattern the formation of lateral root
primordia (Benková et al., 2003). This phenotypic disturbance can be phenocopied
by an external application of the auxin efflux inhibitor 1-naphthylphthlalamic acid
(NPA), suggesting that asymmetric auxin transport and/or distribution play an
important role in lateral root development (Benková et al., 2003). Indeed, acropetal
auxin transport towards to the primary root tip is mediated by PINs localized in the
vascular parenchyma and phloem, followed by AUX1-mediated auxin unloading to
protophloem cells (Benková et al., 2003). After formation of short initial cells by
anticlinal divisions (stage I), PIN1 is required to form cell plates (Geldner et al.,
2004). After primordia emergence, PIN2 is expressed in epidermis cells towards the
base of the lateral root (Benková et al., 2003). PIN3 expands its localization from the
8
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base of the primordium to the columella cells of the newly formed meristem after
stage V (Benková et al., 2003). PIN4 seems to share the same localization as PIN3,
although being more restricted to the margins. PIN6 remains within the primordium
during the whole process of lateral root initiation (Benková et al., 2003). PIN7
expression is restricted to inner and provascular cells at later stages of development
(Benková et al., 2003). An important component that regulates the vesicle trafficking
of PIN-type auxin carriers is called GNOM (Geldner et al., 2004). The GNOM gene
encodes an ARF GDP/GTP exchange factor for small G-proteins of the ARF class
(Geldner et al., 2004; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2008). The loss-of-function alleles of the
Arabidopsis GNOM gene lead to severe defects in cell-to-cell alignment and reduced
numbers of lateral roots (Geldner et al., 2004). Interestingly, in the weak alleles of
gnom the pericycle cells are able to proliferate upon external auxin treatments,
although the marker ACR4 is not induced, which suggests that GNOM is required for
the initial asymmetric cell division (Geldner et al., 2004; De Smet et al., 2008).
Indeed, proper PIN1 polarity, which is GNOM-dependent, is required to establish an
auxin gradient during primordial development (Benková et al., 2003; Geldner et al.,
2004). In consequence, by modulating PIN protein trafficking, auxin regulates PIN
abundance and activity at the cell surface providing a mechanism of feedback
regulation of auxin transport (Paciorek et al., 2005). Additionally, PIN proteins are
targets of phosphorylation by PINOID (PID) kinase and of dephosphorylation by the
protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A), which seems to be essential to determine apical or
basal PIN localization (Friml et al., 2004; Michniewicz et al., 2007).
Auxin can also be transported by

MULTI-DRUG-RESISTANT/P-GLYCOPROTEINS

(ABCB/PGPs). The ABCB/PGP P-glycoproteins, members of the ancient ATP-binding
cassette (ABC) protein subfamily, are able to transport amphipathic and anionic
molecules upon ATP-hydrolysis (Titapiwatanakun and Murphy, 2009). In Arabidopsis
only a few ABCBs were characterized as auxin transporters. PGP1 (ABCB1) and
PGP19 (ABCB19) are related to basipetal auxin transport and displayed a certain
binding affinity to the auxin transport inhibitor NPA, but unlike PINs, the pgp1 and
pgp19 mutant phenotypes cannot be completely mimicked by a treatment with this
inhibitor (Lewis et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2007; Yang and Murphy, 2009). In the root,
PGP1 and PGP19 appear to play a supportive role in controlling cellular auxin
retrieval (Lewis et al., 2007; Titapiwatanakun et al., 2009). PGP4 also contributes to
auxin transport in the root supporting AUX1 and PIN2 (Wu et al., 2007). Although the
PGP1 and PGP19 proteins have a more stable localization at the plasma membrane,
9
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their trafficking also depends on GNOM-like (GLN1) protein activity (Titapiwatanakun
et al., 2009). The requirement of PGP1 and PGP19 for lateral root initiation remains a
bit obscure, although the mutants pgp and pin pgp exhibit defects in lateral formation
(Wu et al., 2007; Mravec et al., 2008). The complementary and additive effect of
AUX1, PINs and PGPs proteins turns out to be a fine-tuning of polar auxin flows
required for the correct development of lateral root primordia (Titapiwatanakun and
Murphy, 2009).
The auxin maximum accumulating in the centre and consequently in the tip of
lateral root primordia provides the signal for the degradation of IAA14 (Aux/IAA)
proteins (Vanneste et al., 2005). The de-repression of ARFs (ARF7/ARF19) trigger
the induction of genes related to the patterning of new lateral root primordia. The
downstream genes regulated by ARF7 and ARF19 were recently identified by their
ability to rescue the arf7 arf19 mutant phenotype, overexpressing two LBD/ASLs
which belong to a large family of transcript factors in Arabidopsis (Okushima et al.,
2007). The direct activation of LBD16/ASL18 (LATERAL ORGAN BOUNDARIESDOMAIN16 / ASYMMETRIC LEAVES2-LIKE18) and LBD29/ASL16 by ARFs suggest
that the signaling cascade patterning lateral root primordia may also have duplicated
or specialized, which reveals a whole regulatory network to develop a lateral root
primordia (Okushima et al., 2007; De Smet and Jürgens, 2007).
The identification of the puchi mutant disturbed in cell division during early
lateral root development confirmed an auxin-dependent patterning in lateral root
primordia (Hirota et al., 2007). Auxin promotes the transcription of PUCHI through
ARF-type transcription factor activation in all primordia cells, but does not affect the
auxin distribution or primary transcriptional response to auxin in the early stages of
lateral root formation (Hirota et al., 2007). The PUCHI protein was classified as a
member of the AP2/EREBP family, which is a plant-specific family of transcription
factors that contains other members related to shoot development and embryo
patterning, such as LEAFY PETIOLE (LEP) or DORNROESCHEN/ENHANCER OF
SHOOT REGENERATION1 (DNR/ESR1 and 2)(van der Graaff et al., 2000; Chandler
et al., 2007; Cole et al., 2009).
In addition to auxin, other plant hormones might influence the patterning of
new lateral root primordia. When pericycle cells were exposed to elevated cytokinin
levels, due to an enhanced expression of the cytokinin biosynthesis gene IPT
(ISOPENTENYL TRANSFERASE), plants exhibited a disturbed initiation and
formation of lateral roots (Laplaze et al., 2007). These results corroborate the
10
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findings that transactivation of the cytokinin-degrading enzyme CYTOKININ OXIDASE1
in lateral root founder cells causes increased proliferation of laterals (Laplaze et al.,
2007). According to the authors, cytokinins interfere at the early stages of lateral root
development causing disturbances in PIN expression and, therefore, preventing the
formation of an auxin gradient (Laplaze et al., 2007).

2.1.1.4.

Lateral root emergence

Once a lateral root primordium has been initiated, it must form an autonomous
meristem and emerge from the parental root tissue (Malamy and Benfey, 1997).
Lateral root emergence also relies on auxin. The auxin derived from shoot apex
seems to play a major role, since it was demonstrated in Arabidopsis that removal of
leaves and cotyledons blocked lateral root emergence (Swarup et al., 2008). Auxin
biosynthesis occurs in both, shoots and roots (Ljung et al., 2005). In Arabidopsis,
auxin is mainly synthesized in the shoot and transported via the phloem or via polar
auxin transport in the xylem parenchyma to the roots. Until the seedling is 4 days old
both pathways are of similar importance (Ljung et al., 2005). Around 8 days after
germination, phloem-mediated auxin transport becomes relatively more important
(Ljung et al., 2005). Shoot-derived auxin is important for lateral emergence (Bhalerao
et al., 2002). In the later stages of development, lateral roots acquire the ability to
synthesize auxin on their own, which is important for the auxin pool size in the root
(Ljung et al., 2005).
Although, there are two distinct auxin sources for lateral initiation and
emergence, a competition for auxin seems to occur between these two processes. It
has been shown by stochastic modeling and further validation in mutants with
disturbed auxin transport that: i) in the initiation zone, close to the meristem, auxin
reflux leads to an auxin accumulation up to a threshold; ii) auxin will give rise to a
new primordium which depletes the auxin source in the initiation zone; iii) the
primordium, now in the developed zone, consumes more auxin derived from the
shoot; and iv) the primordia will emerge if their auxin content is higher than the
emergence threshold (Lucas et al., 2008). Emerging lateral roots stop the
consumption of auxin (Lucas et al., 2008). This suggests that root branching is
controlled by mechanisms of lateral root inhibition due to a competition for auxin
between lateral root initiation and emergence (Lucas et al., 2008).
11
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A recent transcriptome profiling of auxin-treated roots revealed an increased
expression of cell wall remodeling genes during lateral root development (Laskowski
et al., 2006). Among those were pectin methylesterase and pectate lyase genes that
are involved on pectin catabolism and breakdown (Laskowski et al., 2006). These
observation suggested that the overlying cell layers need to undergo cell separation
allowing primordium emergence (Laskowski et al., 2006). A concomitant expression
of expansin, xyloglucan endotransglucolyase/hydrolase and polygalacturonase in the
epidermal cells covering the lateral root primordia (Vissenberg et al., 2000; Van
Sandt et al., 2007; Ogawa et al., 2009), support the view that an outgrowth of the
primordium requires cell wall loosening to facilitate lateral root emergence
(Laskowski et al., 2006; Swarup et al., 2008).
In the parental root, LAX3 (LIKE AUX1-3) is localized in cortical and epidermal
cells adjacent to lateral root initials (Swarup et al., 2008). The mechanism of lateral
root emergence starts with auxin originating from the dividing pericycle founder cells
which induces cell wall remodeling gene expression in adjacent endodermal cells.
This step is dependent on the degradation of the SH2/IAA3 repressor which is
expressed mainly in the endodermis (Swarup et al., 2008). Then, the auxin from the
primordium induces the expression of LAX3 that acts as an auxin influx carrier in
cortical cells. In dependence of ARF7 and ARF19 as well as SLR/IAA14, LAX3
increases the cellular permeability for auxin (Swarup et al., 2008). As a result, the
auxin originating from the lateral root primordium acts as a local signal which
reprograms adjacent cells for cell wall loosing. In agreement with this hypothesis the
lax3 mutant is defective in lateral emergence, although the number of lateral root
primordia is significantly higher compared to the wildtype (Swarup et al., 2008).

2.1.1.5.

Lateral root elongation

The activation of the meristem in the lateral root primordium right after its
breakthrough of the epidermal cell layer is required for an independent development.
This process appears to profit from auxin, being produced in the lateral root meristem
(Ljung et al., 2005). However, it is unknown whether the auxin biosynthesis only
coincides with or is the cause of meristem activation in the lateral root. In the alf3
mutant, lateral root primordia die in a premature state. This phenotype can be
rescued by the external application of auxin into the growth medium demonstrating
that auxin is required for meristem activation (Celenza et al., 1995).
12
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Lateral root elongation relies on auxin transport either from shoot or the
primary root tip. This was recently demonstrated by the disturbed acropetal auxin
transport on mdr1 mutants (multi drug resistence1) exhibiting a decreased elongation
of laterals (Wu et al., 2007). The MDR1-like ABC transporter participates in auxin
transport, is required for normal lateral elongation, and for producing an auxin
maximum in the lateral root apex (Wu et al., 2007).
An impressive progress has been made in understanding lateral development
over the past years. Recent research activities shed light on lateral root initiation and
development based on a large number of intensive genetic and molecular studies
trying to dissect the process of lateral root development in Arabidopsis. A next
challenge will be to integrate auxin-dependent signaling pathways with other
hormones and the nutritional status of the plant, which reflects an important
component in root plasticity.

2.2.

Root plasticity

Plants evolved their ability to survive under challenging growth conditions by
adapting their root system. According to the availability of nutrients or water in the
soil, plants alter their root architecture in a way to increase the extractable soil
volume. This response is particularly dependent on the plant species and the mobility
of a nutrient in the soil (Hodge, 2006). The mechanisms by which plant roots sense
nutrients availability in the soil solution are still largely unknown, however, first pieces
of information on nutrient sensing and signaling are just becoming available. The
most detailed pathways and, if relevant, their interference with nutrient transport
processes are described in the following.

2.2.1.

Nitrate signaling and nitrate-induced root plasticity

In soils N is plant available in the forms of ammonium (NH4+), nitrate (NO3-),
urea, amino acids and peptides (Miller et al., 2008). The abundance of these
compounds is highly variable and this can dramatically affect root development. In
Arabidopsis, the NRT2;1 gene encodes a major component of the high-affinity NO3transport system (HATS) in roots (Cerezo et al., 2001). NRT2;1 is up-regulated under
N limitation, but repressed by downstream N metabolites such as ammonium or
amino acids (Krouk et al., 2006). High-affinity nitrate uptake is supported by the dual13
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affinity NO3--transporter NRT1;1 (CHL1), which switches upon dephosphorylation to a
low-affinity NO3--transporter (Liu and Tsay, 2003). When plants were cultivated under
high N, NRT2;1 transcripts were strongly repressed in the nrt1;1 mutant compared to
wild-type plants, indicating that NRT1;1 may have a nitrate sensing function in the
transcriptional regulation of NRT2;1 (Krouk et al., 2006).
Recently, a calcineurin B-like (CBL)-interacting protein kinase (CIPK), CIPK23,
was found to be involved in early nitrate signaling. CIPK23 was rapidly induced in the
presence of nitrate (Ho et al., 2009). The analysis of a cipk23 mutant indicated that
this protein is a negative regulator of high-affinity phase by direct phosphorylation of
Thr101 residue in the NRT1;1 (Ho et al., 2009). Instead, CIPK8 protein positively
regulates the low-affinity phase (Hu et al., 2009). Furthermore, the nodule inceptionlike protein 7 (NLP7) was also suggested to be part of the nitrate signaling pathway,
by modulating nitrate assimilation in response to nitrate signals (Castaings et al.,
2009). The NLP7 transcription factor regulates the expression of NTR2;1, NRT2;2
and the nitrate reductase gene NIA (Castaings et al., 2009). Thus, different levels of
response can be triggered by these proteins, whereby CIPK23, CIPK8 and NLP7 are
required for the regulation of nitrate transport and assimilation in plant roots.
The effect of nitrate nutrition on root development has been described in
Arabidopsis. There, nitrate signaling triggers the elongation of already emerged
lateral roots (Zhang et al., 1999). Under local supply of nitrate there was an
increased elongation of lateral roots correlating with an enhanced cell proliferation in
the lateral root meristem (Zhang et al., 1999). However, when high nitrate
concentrations were locally supplied, the lateral roots delayed meristem activation in
laterals, following a systemic inhibitory effect on lateral root elongation (Zhang et al.,
1999; Zhang and Forde, 2000). The nia1 nia2 double mutant presented a similar dual
effect upon localized nitrate supply suggesting that the nitrate-ion itself acts as signal
to influence root morphology (Zhang and Forde, 2000). ANR1, a member of the
MADS-box transcription factor family, was shown to be a component of nitratestimulated lateral root elongation. ANR1 transcript levels increased by nitrate and
depended on NRT1;1 implicating that NRT1;1 acts upstream of ANR1. In split-root
experiments, nitrate-exposed lateral roots elongated and this phenotype could not be
mimicked by other nitrogen forms (Remans et al., 2006). The nrt1;1 (chl1) mutant
exhibited a weaker lateral root elongation when Arabidopsis roots were cultivated in
split-root plates with localized nitrate supply. In addition, the expression of ANR1 was
strongly reduced in the nrt1;1 (chl1) mutant (Remans et al., 2006). Therefore, apart
14
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from its transport function, NRT1;1 seems to have a sensor role for lateral growth into
nitrate-rich patches, which was supported by NRT1;1 and ANR1 co-localization in
root tips (Remans et al., 2006). This hypothesis was supported when NRT1;1 was
shown to be essential for changes in root morphology caused by the organic nitrogen
form glutamate. Elevated L-glutamate supply in the medium can be sensed by the
primary root tip and provoke root growth inhibition (Walch-Liu and Forde, 2008). The
inhibitory effect of L-glutamate was reversed by external nitrate supply, independently
of changes in glutamate uptake (Walch-Liu and Forde, 2008). The nrt1;1 (chl1)
mutant proved to be insensitive to the antagonistic effect of L-glutamate on primary
root growth. However, when NRT1;1 was overexpressed in the nrt1;1 mutant the
sensitivity was restored, suggesting NRT1;1-dependent nitrate signaling.
Interestingly, the non-phosphorylated form NRT1;1T101A failed to restore the nitrate
sensitivity suggesting that the NRT1;1 is active as a sensor mainly in its
phosphorylated form (Walch-Liu and Forde, 2008).
Using a systems biology approach and fluorescence-assisted cell sorting of
GFP-tagged cell lines, transcriptome responses to nitrate allowed identifying a broad
range of genes expressed in different cell layers in response to N signaling (Gifford et
al., 2008). Among them, the microRNA167a/b, expressed in pericycle cells and the
lateral root cap, was involved in a regulatory circuit with ARF8 (AUXIN RESPONSE
FACTOR8) mediating lateral root outgrowth (Gifford et al., 2008). The authors
showed that ARF8, a repressor of lateral emergence, was induced by nitrate and
blocked by a glutamine synthetase inhibitor during lateral initiation and subsequent
emergence (Gifford et al., 2008). As a result, organic N rather than nitrate seems to
generate a predominant signal regulating the repression of lateral root emergence
(Gifford et al., 2008).

2.2.2.

Ammonium transport and signaling in yeast and plants

In Arabidopsis and other crop plants, ammonium is taken up as a preferential
N-source when both N forms are supplied at equimolar concentrations (Gazzarrini et
al., 1999a; von Wirén et al., 2000). In plants, high-affinity ammonium uptake by roots
is mediated by ammonium transporters of the AMT/Rh/MEP family. This family
includes the Rh-type proteins, e.g. human Rhesus blood group polypeptides, which
are expressed in erythroids (RhAG) and the kidney (RhGK), where they promote bidirectional ammonia transport (Marini et al., 2000). The first ammonium transporters
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were identified from Saccharomyces cereviseae, which harbours three closely
related MEP (METHYLAMMONIUM PERMEASE) transporters (Mep1, Mep2 and
Mep3) (Marini et al., 1997).
In parallel the MEP-type AmtB protein was isolated from eubacteria and
archaea (von Wirén and Merrick, 2004). The Escherichia coli AmtB transporter was
the first member of this family to be purified and crystallized and therefore serves as
a model for structural investigations (Khademi et al., 2004; Merrick et al., 2006). The
crystal structure of AmtB showed a hydrophobic pore most likely forming an
ammonia (NH3) channel, indicating that MEP-type proteins mainly transport the
uncharged substrate species (Andrade et al., 2005).
Using yeast as a genetic model, several genes related to ammonium signaling
were discovered. An important role in ammonium sensing has been attributed to the
Mep2 protein since this protein is required for pseudohyphal growth in response to
very low ammonium availabilities (Lorenz and Heitman, 1998; Marini and Andre,
2000). By site-direct mutagenesis of residues lining along the ammonium conducting
pore of Mep2p, it was possible to uncouple the signaling from the transport function,
indicating that transport is required although not sufficient to sense ammonium
(Rutherford et al., 2008). The intracellular C-terminaus of Mep2 in Candida albicans,
which is dispensable for ammonium transport, was also found to be essential for
filamentous growth in response to N starvation (Rutherford et al., 2008). By
transcriptome profiling of yeast cells overexpressing Mep2, it was found that the Npr1
(NITROGEN PERMEASE REACTIVATOR 1) kinase is necessary to activate Mep2dependent ammonium transport, but not its localization or expression (Rutherford et
al., 2008). Under poor-nitrogen supply, Npr1 opposes the ubiquitination of Gap1
(GENERAL AMINO ACID PERMEASE1) an amino acid sensor, suggesting that
Mep2 contributes greatly to filamentous growth occurring under amino acid
deficiency (Boeckstaens et al., 2007; Van Zeebroeck et al., 2008). Nitrogen
deficiency-induced filamentous growth can be controlled by different pathways, one
of them involving the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAP) kinase and cyclic AMPprotein kinase A (cAMP-PKA) (Van Zeebroeck et al., 2008). Most importantly,
methylammonium (MeA), which is only metabolized to methyl-glutamine but not
further, also activated the Mep2-PKA signaling cascade, however, only ammonium
but not MeA caused the required changes in the Mep2 C-terminus required for
filamentous growth of yeast (Van Nuland et al., 2006). These results indicate that
ammonium binding to the carrier triggers a conformational change and thereby
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initiates signaling (Van Nuland et al., 2006). Plant ammonium transporters from
Arabidopsis were not able to trigger the signaling cascade which indicates that
ammonium sensing in yeast is different from that in higher plants (Van Nuland et al.,
2006).
Among the Arabidopsis AMTs, AtAMT1;1, AtAMT1;2 and AtAMT1;3 are highly
expressed in roots and up-regulated under N deficiency (Gazzarrini et al., 1999b;
Von Wiren et al., 2000). The expression of AtAMT2, which is more closely related to
the bacterial and yeast Amt/Mep proteins (Sohlenkamp et al., 2002) was higher in
shoots than in roots, but also subjected to a N-dependent transcriptional regulation
(Sohlenkamp et al., 2002). Uptake studies with

15N-labeled

ammonium in triple and

quadruple mutants carrying insertions in different AMTs revealed that AtAMT1;2
displayed the highest in vivo substrate affinity (236 µM), followed by AtAMT1;3 and
AtAMT1;1 (60 µM and 51 µM, respectively) and finally by AtAMT1;5 (4.5 µM) for
which only correlative data were achieved (Yuan et al., 2007). While AtAMT1;1,
AtAMT1;3 and AtAMT1;5 localize to the plasma membrane of rhizodermis cells,
AtAMT1;2 was found to be localized in the plasma membrane of endodermal and
cortical cells; this reveals a spatial arrangement of AMT1-type transporters in order to
assure ammonium uptake for efficient radial transport across the root tissue via the
symplastic and apoplastic routes (Yuan et al., 2007).
Recently, a new type of posttranscriptional regulation was described for AMT1type transporters. In the plasma membrane, Arabidopsis AMT1;1 forms trimers, and
phosphorylation of a conserved Thr460 residue in the cytosolic C-terminus causes
trans-inactivation of neighboring subunits (Loque et al., 2007). In that way, a single
phosphorylation event in the C-terminus of one subunit can lead to an allosteric
regulation of the whole oligomer, which seems to be an efficient and fast mechanism
to inactivate the protein complex (Loque et al., 2007). This phosphorylation event is
triggered by external ammonium supply implying that AMT1;1 responds to external
substrate fluctuations either directly, as a sensor, or indirectly, e.g. by depending on a
receptor kinase-like protein (Lanquar et al., 2009). Whether this ammonium sensing
mechanism around AMT1;1 is also relevant for changes in root architecture upon
varying ammonium supplies remains to be investigated.
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2.2.3.

Phosphorus-regulated root plasticity

Plant responses to phosphorus (P) deficiency are agriculturally important due
to its low availability in most soils. Numerous factors can influence P precipitation or
fixation in the soil and thereby lead to an uneven distribution and spatial availability of
P (Marschner, 1995). As a consequence, several morphological adaptations in the
root morphology have been found and described that allow better exploiting P from
the soil.
A major clue to acquire phosphate is a plant’s ability to explore soil layers near
to the soil surface through adaptive changes in root morphology (Lopez-Bucio et al.,
2002). Arabidopsis plants respond to P deficiency with a redistribution of biomass
allocation from the primary root to lateral roots (Lopez-Bucio et al., 2002). While the
primary root is restrained from growth, lateral root growth increases in density and
length, forming a shallow and highly branched root system (López-Bucio et al.,
2003). Some mutants were isolated which displayed altered primary root growth
under P deficiency. Among them, the low phosphate root (lpr) mutant was described
to carry a point mutation in a multicopper oxidase gene (Svistoonoff et al., 2007). So
far, it remains unknown what is the function of this abiotic stress-regulated enzyme in
P-dependent changes in root morphology.
Recently, it has been proposed that cytokinins interfere with P starvationresponsive genes by regulating meristem activity. A hypothesis was raised in which
an inhibition of cell cycle activity, but not of cell expansion and growth, reduces the
expression of P starvation-responsive genes, suggesting that the cell cycle activity
specifies the P demand in P-starved plants (Lai et al., 2007). Indeed, it has been
previously reported that seedlings grown under P deprivation have an exhausted
primary root meristem (Sanchez-Calderon et al., 2005). Thus, meristem activity is
likely to be a target under P limitation. In agreement with this hypothesis, PDR2
(PHOSPHATE DEFICIENCY RESPONSE2) is required for a proper expression of
SCR (SCARECROWN), an essential regulator of root patterning and stem cell
maintenance during root growth (Ticconi et al., 2009). Surprisingly, PDR2 encodes a
P5-type ATPase in Arabidopsis, and its localization in the ER together with LPR1
seems to be important to adjust root meristem activity to external concentrations of P
(Ticconi et al., 2009).
Auxin sensitivity seems to be vital for lateral root formation and emergence
under P-limiting conditions. The expression of the auxin receptor TIR1 (TRANSPORT
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INHIBITOR RESPONSE1) increases upon P deprivation, and consequently
accelerates the degradation of the Aux/IAA repressors and de-represses the
transcription factor ARF19 required for lateral root formation and emergence (PerezTorres et al., 2008). Interestingly, when plants overexpressing TIR1 were grown
under low P, they did not show meristem exhaustion suggesting that a TIR1independent pathway might exist during root development under low P availability
(Perez-Torres et al., 2008).
Despite the increase in lateral root density under P deprivation, it has been
proposed that primary root growth under low P is independent of polar auxin
transport (López-Bucio et al., 2005). In fact, mutants defective in auxin signaling or
polar transport still showed changes in root morphology under P-limited conditions
(López-Bucio et al., 2005). Furthermore, an altered auxin accumulation in roots
grown on low P was suggested to cause the root phenotype in P-starved plants
(Nacry et al., 2005). This suggestion appears contradictory, since polar auxin
transport is essential for root branching. Nevertheless, further studies are needed to
better understand the role of auxin in P signaling and altered root system
architecture.

2.2.4.

Sulfur-regulated root plasticity

A higher proliferation of roots under S starvation indicates that root morphology
is also under control of the S nutritional status and presumably of S-signaling
pathways. Sulfur-deficient plants elongate the primary root and stimulate lateral root
growth (Kutz et al., 2002). NIT3 (NITRILASE3), which is able to convert indole-3acetonitrile to indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), was shown to be responsive to S deprivation
(Kutz et al., 2002). Promoter analysis of NIT3 revealed the presence of sulphurresponsive elements, which indicates that S starvation leads to an increase in auxin
biosynthesis, and consequently, enhanced primary root growth and branching (Kutz
et al., 2002). Furthermore, the auxin-inducible IAA18 and other Aux/IAA proteins are
up-regulated under S starvation, suggesting a direct activation of auxin biosynthesis
and signaling upon S deprivation (Nikiforova et al., 2003).
The plant hormone cytokinin is also a signaling component under sulfur
deficiency. Exogenous cytokinins down-regulate the expression of SULTR2;1 (a highaffinity sulphate transporter in the root) and up-regulate APR1 (APS REDUCTASE 1)
in the leaves, even though both genes are up-regulated under S deficiency (Ohkama
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et al., 2002; Maruyama-Nakashita et al., 2006). Interestingly, when cytokinins were
supplied exogenously to the cytokinin receptor mutant cre1-1, only a partial decrease
of sulphate uptake was observed (Maruyama-Nakashita et al., 2004). These results
indicate that CRE1/AHK4 is involved in the repression of S deficiency-inducible
genes and that cytokinins might be an important component in the root-shoot
communication on the S nutritional status (Maruyama-Nakashita et al., 2004).
Despite this important progress in understanding intracellular signaling components
in the S deficiency stress response, any involvement of these components in
morphological changes of S-deficient roots has not yet been reported.

2.2.5.

Potassium-regulated root plasticity

A decreased number and length of lateral roots is a major change in the root
system architecture when plants are subjected to potassium (K) deficiency. This
response is also related with auxin signaling. Microarray analysis showed that the
transcription factor MYB77 is repressed upon K deprivation (Shin et al., 2007).
Analysis of promoter regions of auxin-responsive genes revealed the presence of
AuxREs in the ARF7 promoter that share the same binding motif with MYB
transcription factors. The authors further demonstrated that MYB77 interacted
through its C-terminus with ARF7 controlling the lateral growth response upon K
limitation (Shin et al., 2007). Interestingly, the AtKUP4/TRH1 potassium transporter
was recently suggested to be an auxin transporter. A mutant defective in TINY ROOT
HAIR 1 (TRH1) is affected in root hair development and gravitropism, but an
exogenous auxin supply can rescue the phenotype. Interestingly, wildtype plants
grown under low K concentrations displayed unusual agravitropic responses similar
to the trh1 mutant (Vicente-Agullo et al., 2004). Furthermore, the trh1 mutant
exhibited a reduced efflux of radioactively labelled IAA in isolated root segments. In
contrast, yeast cells heterologously expressing TRH1 presented high efflux of radiolabelled IAA (Vicente-Agullo et al., 2004). These data indicate that the AtKUP4/TRH1
potassium transporter is involved in auxin transport, although the underlying
molecular mechanism remains unclear (Vicente-Agullo et al., 2004).
Transcriptome analysis further revealed that, after 6 h of K starvation,
Arabidopsis roots induced the high-affinity K+ transporter HAK5, which is expressed
in the rhizodermis of primary and lateral roots. The up-regulation of HAK5 under K
deficiency went along with the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and of
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ethylene. During K deprivation, ROS accumulated preferentially in the elongation
zone of primary roots (Shin and Schachtman, 2004). Moreover, external application
of H2O2, which induces ROS, increased the expression of HAK5, indicating that ROS
modulate HAK5 expression and K uptake in K-deficient roots. Using the expression
of HAK5 as a marker for K starvation in Arabidopsis roots, ethylene was shown to act
upstream of ROS signaling (Jung et al., 2009). However, it remains to be solved at
what level the signaling cascade: K-deficiency – ethylene – ROS – HAK5 expression
interferes with root hair formation.

2.2.6.

Iron signaling and iron acquisition

In well-aerated soils, the high abundance of Fe in soils does not correlate with
its solubility due to the strong tendency of Fe to precipitate in the form of oxides or
hydroxides (Marschner et al., 1986). This precipitation causes extremely low Fe
availabilities that are far below those required to cover the Fe demand of plants. To
cope with this situation, plants developed a set of physiological and morphological
adaptations that are under control of different signaling pathways (Marschner et al.,
1986).
Plants have evolved two different strategies for Fe-acquisition from the soil. In
graminaceous monocots Fe acquisition is governed by Strategy II, which relies on
the release of Fe-chelating substances by the root, so-called mugineic acid-type
phytosiderophores (MAs) (Romheld and Marschner, 1986). These phytosiderophores
are released under Fe deficiency and solubilize Fe(III) in the rhizosphere by chelation.
The Fe(III)-phytosiderophore complex is then taken up by plant roots via the
plasmamembrane transporter YS1 (YELLOW STRIPE1)(Curie et al., 2001). The
importance of this Fe acquisition pathway is emphasized by the ys1 mutant
phenotype in maize, which displays severe leaf chlorosis and is not capable to reach
the reproductive growth phase (von Wiren et al., 1994). All other plants, except
graminaceous monocots, induce the Strategy I responses to increase Fe acquisition
by the plant roots (Romheld and Marschner, 1986), which consist of:(i) an
acidification of the rhizosphere through an increased expression of plasma
membrane-bound proton-ATPases thus enhancing the Fe(III) solubility; (ii) activation
of the Fe(III)-chelate reductase FRO2 (FERRIC REDUCTASE OXIDASE) increasing
the concentration of soluble Fe(II) (Robinson et al., 1997; Robinson et al., 1999); (iii)
upregulation of the plasma membrane Fe transporter IRT1 (IRON TRANSPORTER
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1) for Fe2+ uptake (Korshunova et al., 1999; Vert et al., 2002). The majority of these
components were described in Arabidopsis, a Strategy I plant, but Strategy II plants
like rice also employ components of Strategy I e.g. when grown in flooded soils
where Fe is mainly available in the ferrous form (Cheng et al., 2007).
The first molecular component related to Fe-deficiency signaling was identified
in tomato, a Strategy I plant. FER (FER-LIKE REGULATOR OF IRON UPTAKE),
which encodes a basic helix–loop–helix (BHLH) transcription factor, is predominantly
expressed in roots and upregulated under low Fe availability (Ling et al., 2002;
Brumbarova and Bauer, 2005). Plants with a constitutively upregulated expression of
FER displayed abundant mRNA levels independent of the Fe nutritional status of the
plant, nevertheless, the FER protein was detected only under Fe-deficiency
conditions, indicating that FER expression underlies post-transcriptional control
(Brumbarova and Bauer, 2005). The tomato mutant chloronerva is defective in the
biosynthesis of NA, which is important for proper Fe trafficking within the plant. This
mutant exhibits Fe-deficiency-induced chlorosis even though it accumulates high Fe
levels due to an up-regulation of Strategy I genes. In this mutant, the FER protein
accumulates even under Fe-sufficient conditions implying that the external Fe supply
cannot cause FER repression (Brumbarova and Bauer, 2005). This observation
suggested that FER might be regulated by a shoot-derived signal reflecting the Fe
nutritional status (Brumbarova and Bauer, 2005). The homolog to FER in Arabidopsis
has been named FIT (FE-DEFICIENCY INDUCED TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR
IRON UPTAKE) and is a key component controlling Fe-deficiency responses in
Strategy I plants (Bauer et al., 2007). FIT regulates FRO2 and IRT1 at the
transcriptional level and IRT1 presumably at the protein level too (Colangelo and
Guerinot, 2004). Interestingly, overexpression of FIT was not sufficient to increase
the expression of FRO2 and IRT1 indicating that FIT might act together with another
factor to trigger Fe-deficiency responses in Arabidopsis (Wang et al., 2007). Indeed,
microarray studies identified several basic helix–loop–helix (BHLH) transcription
factors involved in Fe-deficiency responses. Transgenic plants constitutively
expressing BHLH38 or BHLH39 and FIT displayed high transcript levels of FRO2 and
IRT1, suggesting that BHLH38 and BHLH39 physically interact with FIT under Felimited conditions (Yuan et al., 2008).
Evidence is accumulating that nitric oxide (NO) is involved in the regulation of
Fe-deficiency responses (Graziano and Lamattina, 2007). It has been shown that Fedeficient tomato roots accumulate high levels of NO, especially in rhizodermal cells,
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which co-localizes with the expression of LeIRT1 and LeFRO1. Moreover, the tomato
fer mutant turned out to be insensitive to NO indicating that the FER protein is
necessary to mediate the action of NO on the Fe-deficiency-induced signaling
cascade (Graziano and Lamattina, 2007). It is interesting to note, that NO is also
induced if Fe is in excess in plant cells. When Arabidopsis cells were cultured under
high Fe supplies, NO rapidly accumulated in the plastids (Arnaud et al., 2006). This
response went along with an elevated expression of Fer1 (FERRITIN1), that encodes
an Fe storage protein acting as a scavenger for Fe to avoid its accumulation and
oxidative damage (Arnaud et al., 2006; Ravet et al., 2009). Employing a
pharmacological approach, it has been shown that NO acts upstream to AtFer1
(Arnaud et al., 2006). Thus, NO has a dual effect in Fe signaling, it is involved in
regulating plant responses under Fe deficiency as well as under Fe excess.
Among the plant hormones, ethylene was shown to act as signal in Fe
deficiency-induced responses. Using a pharmacological approach to reduce ethylene
levels, tomato and Arabidopsis roots synthesized less ethylene and downregulated
IRT1 and FRO2; this effect could be reversed by an external application of 1aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC), an ethylene precursor. Thus, Fe
limitation increases ethylene production which turned out to be a signal under Fe
deficiency (Lucena et al., 2006). This signal has been shown to be a local response
because it was not affected in the ferric reductase defective3 (frd3) mutant, which is
defective in xylem loading of the Fe(III)-chelator citrate required for Fe translocation to
the shoot. As a consequence, frd3 plants constitutively express Fe-deficiency
responses (Durrett et al., 2007). However, the constitutive upregulation of Fedeficiency responses in frd3 could be suppressed by foliar Fe applications (Lucena et
al., 2006). When the frd3 mutant was treated with ACC, the expression of IRT1 and
FRO2 remained upregulated, suggesting that ethylene is not a shoot-derived signal
controlling Fe-deficiency responses in the root (Lucena et al., 2006).
Also cytokinins were shown to be involved as local signals controlling Fe
acquisition in roots. When Arabidopsis roots were supplied with cytokinins, root
growth was inhibited and Fe acquisition genes were repressed irrespective of the Fe
nutritional status of the plant (Séguéla et al., 2008). Furthermore, an external supply
of cytokinins to the fit mutant resulted in a repression of IRT1 and FRO2 to a similar
extent as in wildtype plants, indicating that cytokinins repress Fe acquisition via a
FIT-independent pathway (Séguéla et al., 2008) but involving the cytokinin receptors
CRE1/WOL/AHK4 and AHK3 (Séguéla et al., 2008).
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Iron deficiency also induces morphological changes at the level of the root
system by triggering the development of additional root hairs that lead to an increase
in root surface and thereby contribute to Fe acquisition. This coincide with an
increase in the development of transfer cells in the rhizodermis and the formation of
branched root hairs (Schmidt and Schikora, 2001). Using split root experiments, it
was shown that the root hair branching typical for Fe deficiency was not induced by
local Fe limitation as long as the shoot experienced Fe-sufficiency. Conversely, when
Arabidopsis shoots suffered from Fe deficiency, local Fe deficiency led to the
formation of root hairs, suggesting that root hair branching is dependent on a
systemic and a local Fe deficiency signal (Schikora and Schmidt, 2001). Using
mutants defective in ethylene signaling, like ein2 and etr1, ethylene was proven to be
an essential component in the signaling pathway coordinating the rhizodermal cell
differentiation under Fe deficiency (Schmidt et al., 2000). Moreover, wildtype plants
grown under Fe-sufficient conditions displayed ectopic root hair formation after
exogenous ACC application (Schmidt et al., 2000).
Some Strategy I plants have the ability to form cluster roots under Fe-limiting
conditions. These cluster roots are composed of numerous laterals with root hair
sections formed along the root, where a high reductase activity was found
(Rosenfield et al., 1991). Again, ethylene is involved in cluster root formation under
Fe-limited conditions but its detailed function is still uncovered (Zaid et al., 2003).
Likewise, sunflower plants have been shown to increase lateral root density under
Fe-deprivation (Römheld and Marschner, 1981). This phenotype was reversed by an
external application of Fe-chelates to the shoot, indicating that a systemic signal
mediated these morphological changes in Fe-deficient roots. Despite the availability
of several mutants in Fe signaling and acquisition, so far only little research has been
conducted on the morphological adaptations of the root system to low Fe availability.
Therefore, studies should also include approaches to describe whether Fe deficiency
might affect the root system architecture at a qualitative and quantitative level.
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2.3.

Objectives of the thesis

The amount and form of nutrient supply in the soil has a profound role on the
architecture of plants roots. Moreover, a few examples indicate that nutrient mobility
influences plant root development (Hodge, 2006), even though it is still unclear which
nutrients are able to trigger changes in the root architecture and what are the
underlying molecular mechanisms that allow a plant root to sense a localized nutrient
source. Based on the background that root plasticity appears to be a nutrient-specific
response, the present thesis aimed to investigate and characterize the changes in
root system architecture under localized nutrient supply and to identify molecular
components involved. Therefore, two nutrients were chosen that differ in mobility and
abundance in the soil solution and for which root morphological adaptations have not
yet been investigated, namely iron (Fe) and ammonium (NH4). First, chapter 3
describes a detailed investigation on changes in root morphology triggered by a
localized Fe supply. Although Fe is one of most abundant elements in the soil, its
solubility is profoundly affected by chemical and physical characteristics of soil
particles which may cause a heterogenous distribution in the soil. To investigate the
role of localized Fe supply in the root morphology, a series of in vitro plant culture
and molecular experiments were undertaken with Arabidopsis mutants which are
defective in Fe acquisition or Fe translocation within the plant.
Chapter 4 describes a currently unrecognized adaptation of the root
morphology to localized ammonium supply. Ammonium is positively charged and
readily adsorbed by the negatively charged soil matrix, which makes ammonium a
less mobile N form in the soil solution compared to nitrate (Miller et al., 2007). Taking
a genetic approach with different mutants lacking the ability to transport ammonium,
and employing analytical tools including

15N

uptake studies in agar plates, a

particular involvement of certain ammonium transporters in ammonium-specific
adaptations of the root system was investigated. Consequently, the question was
tackled whether these morphological adaptations represent just a nutritional effect or
a nutrient-sensing event.
The final chapter summarizes the previously described results and highlights
the effect of nutrient availability on root system architecture over all nutrients that
have been described so far. Furthermore, it is discussed in which nutrient
transporters may act as transporters and sensors for nutrients at the same time.
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3. Local Supply of Iron Distinctly Defines Lateral Root Number and
Elongation in Arabidopsis thaliana
3.1.

Introduction

In well-aerated and alkaline soils the availability of iron (Fe) to plants is far
below that required for optimal growth (Marschner, 1995). With regard to the
frequently occurring uneven distribution of organic matter but also of air- or waterconducting pores, Fe availability may vary locally and change in a gradual or patchy
pattern within the root zone (Hinsinger et al., 2005). As a response to the low
availability of soil Fe, plants have evolved a range of physiological and morphological
responses that mobilize this micronutrient in the rhizosphere. Under limited Fe
availability, non-graminaceous plant species, such as Arabidopsis induce plasma
membrane-localized H+-ATPases that acidify the rhizosphere and thus favour
subsequent Fe(III) reduction by a concomitantly expressed membrane-bound ferric
Fe reductase. Ferrous Fe is then taken up into root cells by divalent metal cation
transporters, among which IRT1 takes in a major role (Henriques et al., 2002; Vert et
al., 2002). Both IRT1 and the ferric reductase-encoding gene FRO2 are rapidly upregulated under Fe starvation and since an excess of intracellular Fe is toxic, the
expression of both genes is co-ordinately down-regulated when enough Fe is
supplied (Robinson et al., 1999; Connolly et al., 2003; Vert et al., 2003). Irondependent regulation is mediated by the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription
factor FIT (Bauer et al., 2007). In turn, FIT is also up-regulated in response to Fe
deficiency suggesting that the Fe sensing event acts upstream of this transcription
factor (Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004; Jakoby et al., 2004). It has been shown that
the regulation of the high-affinity Fe uptake machinery in roots is regulated by local
and systemic signals (Grusak and Pezeshgi, 1996; Giehl et al., 2009). Resupply of
Fe to Fe-starved plants further induced the expression of IRT1 and FRO2 within 12
to 24 h demonstrating that Fe acts in the short run as an inducer of both genes (Vert
et al., 2003). However, when plants were grown in a split-root set-up the expression
and protein accumulation of IRT1 and FRO2 were enhanced in Fe-supplied but not in
Fe-deficient root parts indicating that these components of Fe acquisition were also
subject to a systemic regulation (Vert et al., 2003).
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In addition to physiological responses, Fe deficiency also induces
morphological changes by stimulating the ectopic formation of root hairs (Schmidt et
al., 2000). It has been shown that Fe availability modulates the length, position and
abundance of root hairs (Perry et al., 2007). Moreover, low Fe availability frequently
leads to the formation of branched root hairs (Müller and Schmidt, 2004) through a
signaling cascade probably involving auxin and ethylene (Schmidt et al., 2000;
Schmidt and Schikora, 2001). Descriptions of other morphological changes under Fe
deficiency go back to earlier reports in which subapical root zones of pepper started
swelling and developed rhizodermal transfer cells (Landsberg, 1986), or sunflower
increased lateral root density, which was reversed by an application of Fe chelates to
leaves (Römheld and Marschner, 1981).
Lateral root development depends on the availability of certain plant nutrients.
While mild nitrogen, sulphur or phosphorus deficiency generally lead to an extension
of the root system and increased root-to-shoot ratios (Marschner, 1995; López-Bucio
et al., 2003), the local supply of nitrate or phosphate to otherwise nitrogen- or
phosphorus-deficient plants stimulates lateral root development (Drew, 1975; Zhang
et al., 1999; Linkohr et al., 2002). Lateral root formation is a post-embryonic process
(Dubrovsky et al., 2001) and results from the initiation, emergence and subsequent
elongation of lateral roots (Casimiro et al., 2003; Péret et al., 2009). Nevertheless,
lateral root structure differs in a nutrient-specific manner. For instance, a localized
supply of nitrate or phosphate strongly stimulated lateral root elongation in
Arabidopsis, whereas only local nitrate supply additionally increased lateral root
density (Zhang et al., 1999; Linkohr et al., 2002). In both cases lateral root formation
could not be explained by a nutritional effect but rather appeared as the
consequence of a sensing event that was under control of local and systemic signals
(Zhang et al., 1999; Remans et al., 2006).
To date, changes in lateral root structure in response to patchy micronutrient
availabilities have not yet been described, even though profound changes in root
architecture should be expected for those micronutrients that are sparingly soluble.
Therefore, it was investigated how the local availability of Fe alters the architecture of
Arabidopsis roots and which processes in lateral root formation might represent a
primary target for the regulation by Fe. Furthermore, morphological responses in wild
type plants were compared to those in the Fe transport-defective Arabidopsis
mutants irt1 and frd3, which led to the unexpected conclusion that the observed
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architectural changes in lateral root development are primarily under the control of a
local root-endogenous signalling system.
3.2.

Material and methods

3.2.1.

Plant material and growth conditions

The wild-type (Arabidopsis thaliana) ecotypes used in this study were
Wassilewskija (Ws-0), Columbia-0 (Col-0), Columbia-glabrous1 (Col-gl) and Nossen
(No-0). The wild-type Arabidopsis ecotypes were used as a proper experimental
control according to the Arabidopsis background of the mutants described here.
Seeds were surface sterilised in 70% (v/v) ethanol and 0.05% (v/v) Triton X-100. The
seeds were planted in sterile plates containing half-strength Murashige and Skoog
(1962) medium without iron (-Fe), supplemented with 0.5% sucrose, 2.5 mM MES
(pH 5.6) and 1% (w/v) Difco Agar (Becton Dickinson). For the separated agar plates
(SAP)- with localized Fe-supply containing different concentrations of Fe, the halfstrength MS medium without iron (-Fe) was supplemented with 75 µM of ferrozine [3(2-pyridyl)-5,6-diphenyl-1,2,4-triazine sulfonate] (Sigma) to render traces of Fe
contaminants in the agar unavailable (Jain et al., 2009). The agar segments were
separated according to the conditions described in Zhang and Forde (1998) and the
indicated concentrations of Fe(III)-EDTA were supplied at the middle segment and
spread using a sterile glass stick one day before to transfer the Arabidopsis seedling
in order to allow a proper distribution of the solution. For the homogeneous Fe
supply, the Fe(III)-EDTA concentration were added in the same medium
supplemented with ferrozine. The 7 day old seedlings were transferred to separated
agar plates (SAP) containing agar medium as described above and Fe(III)-EDTA at
indicated concentrations. Three seedlings per plate were transferred to segmented
plates with the primary root touching the middle segment, oriented in a vertical
position and cultured under a 22°C/19°C and 10/14 h light/dark regime at a light
intensity 120 µmol photons m-2 s-1.

3.2.2.

Root growth measurements

After 15 days of incubation on SAP, root systems were scanned by an Epson
Expression 10000XL scanner (Seiko, Epson) at 300 dpi resolution. Traces in the
background of the images were removed by Adobe Photoshop 5.0 version LE
software. Root growth measurements were taken from scanned images using
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WhinRHIZO version Pro2007d software (Regents Instruments Canada Inc.). Lateral
root primordia were counted using conventional light microscopy (Olympus BH,
Germany). Developmental stages of lateral root initials were classified according to
Malamy and Benfey (1999). All the experiments were performed at least twice and
yielded similar results.

3.2.3.

Histochemical analysis

For histochemical studies, seven-day-old Arabidopsis line CYCB1::GUS
(cycb1::uiad) (Ferreira et al., 1994) germinated in half-strength MS Fe-free media
were transferred to separated agar plates with the primary root apex touching the
middle segment. Just before the primary root left the middle segment (3 days on
treatment) and after it was growing for 4 days in contact with the third segment (7
days on treatments), root systems from the middle segment were excised and
stained for GUS activity. For the staining, root samples were incubated overnight at
37°C in a GUS reaction buffer containing 0.4 mg mL-1 of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylb-D-glucuronide, 50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.2, and 0.5 mM ferricyanide. After
12 h the roots were cleared and mounted as described by Malamy and Benfey
(1997). For each treatment 30 to 40 roots were analysed. Before plants were
transferred to treatments, a GUS staining analysis on roots growing in the top
segment, revealed that 1.0 ± 0.01 lateral roots were at the pre-emerged stage and
1.43 ± 0.53 had already emerged.

3.2.4.

Histochemical localization of iron

For localization of Fe(III) in wild-type and frd3-1 roots, a Perl’s staining
protocol for Arabidopsis described by Stacey et al. (2008) was followed. Root
segments from the middle segment were excised, rinsed three times with 10 mM
EDTA followed by three times with ultra-pure water (18.2 Milli-Q cm-1). The samples
were vacuum infiltrated with Perl’s staining solution, composed of equal volumes of
4% (v/v) HCl and 4% (w/v) K-ferrocyanide and incubated for 15 min. Samples were
left for another 15 min in the staining solution and rinsed three times with ultra-pure
water. Stained samples were imaged using a stereo microscope (Zeiss Stemi 2000C, Germany) equipped with a CCD digital camera (Sony DXC-390P). Representative
pictures of all tested conditions were taken using Adobe Photoshop 5.0 version LE.
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3.2.5.

Expression analysis

For quantitative real-time PCR total RNA was extracted from root tissues
grown in the middle plate segment using the Trizol RNA extraction kit (Invitrogen).
RNA was quantified and treated with DNase I (Invitrogen). DNase-treated RNA was
checked by agarose gel electrophoresis for genomic DNA contamination. One
microgram of total RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA using oligo(dT)24 primers
and the SuperScriptII Reverse Transcriptase Kit (Invitrogen).
Quantitative real-time PCR analysis was performed using an Eppendorf mastercycler
realplex (Eppendorf, Germany) and QuantiTect SYBR Green qPCR Mix (Qiagen).
G e n e - s p e c i f i c p r i m e r s w e r e u s e d f o r I RT 1 ( I RT 1 - F o r, 5 ´ CGGTTGGACTTCTAAATGC-3´; IRT1-Rev, 5´-CGATAATCGACATTCCACCG-3´),
F E R 1 ( F E R 1 - F o r, 5 ´ - A AT C C C G C T C T G T C T C C - 3 ´ ; F E R 1 - R e v, 5 ´ AAACTTCTCAGCATGCCC-3´), FIT (Séguéla et al., 2008) and UBIQUITIN2 (UBQ2)
(UBQ2-For, 5´-CCAAGATCCAGGACAAAGAAGGA-3´; UBQ2- Rev, 5´TGGAGACGAGCATAACACTTGC-3´). Relative transcript abundance was calculated
by the Mastercycler ep realplex software package version 2.0.

3.2.6.

Mineral element and chlorophyll analysis

Shoots of agar-grown plants were briefly rinsed with double distilled H2O and
dried at 80°C. Samples consisting of approximately 30 shoots were digested with
HNO3 in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) vials in a pressurised microwave digestion
system (UltraCLAVE IV, MLS GmbH, Germany). Elemental analysis was performed
by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, ELAN 6000, Perkin
Elmer Sciex), equipped with a standard Scott-type spray chamber and a cross-flow
nebuliser. The internal standard rhodium (10 mg L-1) was used to correct for the drift
of the instrument. The certified reference material SRM 1575a (‘pine needles’;
National Institute of Standards and Technology/NIST) was used for quality control,
and the recovery rate was >95%. Chlorophyll concentrations were determined by
incubating shoot samples with spectrophotometric grade N,N’-dimethyl formamide
(Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) at 4°C for 48 h. The absorbance at 647 nm and 664 nm
was then measured in extracts according to Porra et al. (1989).
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3.3.

Results

3.3.1.

Localized supply of iron stimulates lateral root development in
Arabidopsis

To investigate changes in root architecture of Arabidopsis thaliana in response
to Fe, first the wild-type plants (No-0) Arabidopsis seeds were germinated on halfstrength MS Fe-free media solidified with 1% agar. In order to remove the
contamination of Fe from the agar (Jain et al., 2009) the seedling were transferred to
segmented agar plates (SAP; Zhang and Forde, 1998) containing half-strength MS
medium without iron (-Fe) supplemented with 75 µM of Fe(II)-specific chelator
ferrozine (described in the Material and Methods). Increasing concentrations of
Fe(III)-EDTA were supplied either to all three segments (homogenous supply) or only
to the middle segment (localized supply). Under homogenous supply root and shoot
growth and in particular lateral root development in the upper, middle and lower root
segment improved with increasing Fe concentrations up to 50 µM with no
considerable changes in phenotype beyond that concentration (Figure 1A, C-H);
except at 500 µM homogenous Fe supply when primary root length and the number
of lateral roots in the bottom segment started to decline (Figure 1I, H). This is
indicative of a particular sensitivity of the primary root tip to high Fe availabilities.
The local supply of 25 µM Fe led to a strongly enhanced mean length of lateral
roots in the Fe-treated agar segment (Figure 1B, E). Relative to 10 µM Fe, 25 µM
localized Fe supply enhanced mean lateral root length by 15-fold resulting in a
twofold higher lateral root length than under homogenous Fe supply. With further
increasing Fe supply there was a gradual decrease in lateral root length down to the
level of plants grown under homogenous Fe supply (Figure 1E). The marked
morphological change at 25 µM localized Fe supply was also reflected by the mean
length of lateral roots in the upper root segment, although to a lesser extent (Figure
1C). This indicated that Fe-deficient basal root parts profited from the localized Fe
availability in the root segment below, probably via acropetal Fe transport within the
root. In contrast, the stimulation of lateral root number by local Fe was much weaker
and only significant when referring to lateral root density (Figure 1F; Figure 2B). In
fact, homogenous Fe supply led to a gradual increase in the number and mean
length of lateral roots up to 25 µM and, in contrast to lateral root length, lateral root
number and density remained constant with further increases in Fe supply (Figure
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1E, F). Mean lateral root length and number in the bottom segment responded in a
similar way to either mode of Fe supply (Figure 1G, H). Taken together, these data
indicated that mean lateral root length responded more sensitively to changes in
localized Fe supply than lateral root number or density.
Since differences exist among chelating agents in the affinity and specificity for
Fe and other metals (Chaney, 1988; Norvell, 1991) it was compared lateral root
development under localized supply of 25 µM Fe, either being chelated by
ethylenediamine-tetraacetic acid (EDTA) or by N,N-di-(2-hydroxybenzoyl)ethylenediamine- N,N-diacetic acid (HBED), two chelating agents with distinct
affinities for Fe and other metal micronutrients (Chaney, 1988). However, lateral root
length and number as well as chlorophyll concentrations were not significantly
different irrespective of which Fe(III) chelator was used (Figure 3). Therefore,
changes in root architecture observed were not due to an indirect effect of the Fe(III)chelating agent and/or interactions of the chelator with other micronutrients.
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Figure 1. Effect of homogeneous and localized Fe supplies on lateral root development of Arabidopsis plants.
(A, B) Root architecture of wild type plants (accession No-0) in response to Fe supply. Seedlings were grown
on half-strength MS medium without Fe for 7 days before transfer to segmented agar plates (SAP) containing
half-strength MS and 75 µM ferrozine. Fe(III)-EDTA was added at the indicated concentrations to all three
segments (A; homogeneous supply) or only to the middle segment (B; localized supply). Plants were
scanned after 15 days of growth on Fe treatments. Horizontal lines represent the borders between the three
segments. The grey colour in (B) indicates Fe being supplied only to the middle segment. Mean lateral root
length in the (C) top, (E) middle and (G) bottom segment, and number of visible lateral roots (> 0.5 mm) in the
(D) top, (F) middle and (H) bottom segment. (I) Primary root length over all three compartments as
determined by image analysis. Bars indicate means ± SE, n = 8 plates each containing 3 plants. Different
letters indicate significant differences among means (P < 0.05 by Tukey’s test).
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Figure 2. Effect of homogeneous and localized Fe supply on lateral root density of Arabidopsis plants.
Seeds (accession No-0) were germinated on half-strength MS medium in the absence of Fe and 7 day-old
seedlings were transferred to segmented agar containing half-strength MS and 75 µM of the Fe(II)-chelator
ferrozine. Fe(III)-EDTA was added at the indicated concentrations to all three segments (homogeneous supply) or
only to the middle segment (localized supply). Plants were scanned after 15 days of growth on Fe treatments and
the lateral root density was calculated by image analysis in the top (A), middle (B) and bottom (C) plate
segments. Bars indicate means ± SE, n = 8 plates with 3 plants per plate. Different letters indicate significant
differences among means (P < 0.05 by Tukey’s test).
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Figure 3. Effect of the Fe(III)-chelating agent on lateral root
development in response to localized Fe supply.
(A) Number and (B) mean lateral root length and (C) chlorophyll
concentrations in shoots of wild type plants (No-0) that were
supplied with 25 µM Fe(III) chelated with either ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) or by N,N-di-(2-hydroxybenzoyl)ethylenediamine-N,N-diacetic acid (HBED) in the middle agar
segment. Bars indicate means ± SE, n = 7-8 plates with 3 plants.
ns denotes no significant difference according to Student’s t-test
(P < 0.05).

3.3.2.

Influence of the mode of iron supply on the nutritional status of
the shoot

Homogenous or localized supply of 25 µM Fe resulted in the maximum
production of shoot fresh biomass (Figure 4A). Above 25 µM no significant changes
were observed, except that a homogenous supply of 500 µM Fe tended to repress
growth while a localized supply of the same Fe concentration did not. Over a
concentration range of 25 to 75 µM Fe, root biomass production was significantly
greater under localized relative to homogenous supply (Figure 4B). Since in this
concentration range primary root length was not significantly affected by either mode
of Fe supply (Figure 1I) the enhanced root biomass production under localized Fe
supply resulted almost exclusively from the formation of lateral roots (Figure 1E).
To address the question whether homogenous Fe supply confers an
advantage to plants growing under low Fe availabilities, first it was determined the
chlorophyll concentration as a measure of the Fe nutritional status of the shoot
(Morales et al., 1990). Chlorophyll levels reached maximum values at 25 µM Fe
under both modes of Fe supply (Figure 4C). Thus, despite the spatially restricted Fe
supply an enhanced elongation of lateral roots into the Fe-containing patch enabled
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the plants to satisfy the Fe demand of their shoots as efficiently as under
homogenous Fe supply. With respect to their tight correlation with shoot and root
biomass values chlorophyll concentrations sensitively reflected the Fe nutritional
status.
Moreover, the mode of Fe delivery did not significantly affect the shoot
concentrations of Fe or other nutrients, since element concentrations that were
altered with increasing Fe supply showed similar changes under homogenous and
localized Fe supply (Table 1). As an exception to that, more Zn accumulated under
elevated levels of localized relative to homogenous Fe supply. This result might be
indicative of the involvement of IRT1 or further metal transporters with poor substrate
specificity (Korshunova et al., 1999; Vert et al., 2002) in the uptake of Zn in Fedeficient root segments outside of the region of Fe supply. Thus, the shoot nutrient
profile indicated that the morphological changes observed in the roots were not due
to an undesirable effect of the mode of Fe supply on the accumulation of other
essential macro- or microelements.
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Table 1. Concentration of nutrients in shoots of Arabidopsis (acession No-0) plants grown for
15 days under different concentrations of Fe, supplied either homogeneously across all three
segments (homogeneous) or only in the middle segment (localized). Shown are means and
±S.E. (n = 4 replicates of 30 shoots). Different letters indicate significant differences among
means (P < 0.05 by Tukey’s test). Concentrations of S, P, K, and Ca are given in mg g-1; and
the concentrations of Mg, Fe, B, Mn, and Zn are in µg g-1.
Fe
concen
trations

S

P

K

Ca

Mg

Fe

B

Mn

Zn

(µM)

Homogeneous supply
10

15.50±1.0 b 11.71±1.5 ab 55.37±1.1 a 4.68±0.7 ab 2.19±0.34 b 137±24 ab

219±27 b

198±48 abc

708±13 d

25

10.61±0.5 ab 13.17±0.4 b 52.88±0.8 a 4.95±0.1 ab 1.96±0.02 ab 188±20 ab

114±7 a

221±15 bc

400±15 c

50

9.77±0.6 ab 14.06±0.8 b 54.64±1.4 a 5.07±0.1 b 1.87±0.03 ab 151±11 ab

109±12 a

176±6 abc

233±30 b

200

8.63±0.1 a 12.15±1.6 ab 55.56±1.1 a 3.96±0.2 a 1.66±0.06 a

235±9 b

122±14 a

138±4 a

110±20 a

Localized supply
10

15.51±1.7 c 10.38±1.0 a 56.04±3.7 a 4.95±0.8 ab 2.20±0.24 b

102±13 a

195±30 b

223±71 bc

704±79 d

25

11.34±1.1 b 11.81±0.4 ab 53.31±1.9 a 4.95±0.2 ab 2.08±0.14 b 167±26 ab

119±15 a

248±45 c

463±93 c

50

10.15±0.6 ab 12.69±0.6 ab 53.37±1.5 a 4.68±0.6 ab 1.85±0.11 ab 189±38 ab

119±22 a

167±9 ab

330±32 bc

200

9.86±0.2 ab 12.19±0.4 ab 51.86±0.9 a 4.56±0.4 ab 1.85±0.05 ab 181±16 ab

112±16 a

142±8 ab

294±17 b
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Figure 4. Effect of the mode of Fe supply on the growth of Arabidopsis seedlings.
Fresh weight of (A) shoots or (B) roots, and (C) chlorophyll concentrations in shoots of seedlings grown for 15
days either on homogeneous or localized supply of different concentrations of Fe. Bars represent means ± SE, n
= 4 replicates with 30 shoots each replicate. Different letters indicate significant differences among means (P <
0.05 by Tukey’s test).
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3.3.3.

Effect of localized Fe supply on early lateral root development

To investigate the effect of localized Fe supply on the early development of
lateral roots, it was taken the advantage of transgenic plants expressing the ßglucuronidase (GUS) reporter under the control of the CYCB1;1 promoter (Ferreira et
al., 1994). This reporter stains meristematic cells allowing to track root primordia
before their emergence. Since this reporter is in the Col-0 background, it was redetermined the lateral root response to increasing Fe supplies in this line and found
the maximum lateral root length at 50 µM localized Fe supply (data not shown)
instead of 25 µM as observed for No-0 (Fig. 1E). Then, the primary root tip of Fedeficient CYCB1;1::GUS seedlings were exposed to localized Fe supply and
determined the developmental stage of pre-emerged lateral root initials according to
the classification described by Malamy and Benfey (1997) after 3 and 7 days. It is
important to note that at day 0 there was not yet any lateral root to be counted since
the primary root tip just started entering the middle agar segment. Three days after
transfer to different Fe supplies the number of lateral root initials was similar under
both Fe treatments at any concentration, and the number of emerged lateral roots
remained low (Figure 5A). After 7 days, when the primary root tip had reached the
Fe-deficient segment in the bottom, 1-2 additional lateral roots had been formed, and
the majority of initiated lateral root primordia was emerged (Figure 5B). At 10 µM Fe
supply, i.e. non-promoting conditions for lateral root development, homogenous Fe
supply was more favourable for lateral root emergence than localized supply (Figure
5B). This was most likely due to the delivery of Fe from the upper to the middle root
segment under homogenous Fe supply. However, at 50 and 200 µM localized Fe
supply, not only lateral root number increased, but most notably, the proportion of
emerged lateral roots was enhanced. Taken together, this suggests that the local
presence of Fe has a lower impact on the priming and initiation of lateral root
development, but rather stimulates the emergence and elongation of already initiated
lateral root primordia. This view is also supported by the more pronounced effect of
localized Fe on lateral root length over number (Fig. 1E,F).
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Figure 5. Effect of localized Fe supply on lateral root initiation and emergence.
(A, B) CYCB1;1::GUS transgenic seedlings were germinated on Fe-deficient medium and transferred to
segmented agar plates supplemented with 75 µM ferrozine and with the indicated Fe(III)-EDTA concentrations
only in the middle segment (localized supply) or in all three segments (homogeneous supply). The primary root tip
was placed to the middle segment and after 3 (A) or 7 (B) days roots from the middle segment were excised and
stained for GUS activity. The total number of pre-emerged (light grey) and emerged (dark grey) lateral roots was
counted under the microscope. Bars represent means ± SE, n = 15-20 seedlings. In (A) no significant differences
were obtained (P < 0.05 by Tukey’s test). In (B) different letters indicate significant differences among means for
pre-emerged (black letters) and emerged (white letters) lateral root initials (P < 0.05 by Tukey’s test).
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3.3.4.

Involvement of IRT1 in the differential response of the number
and length of lateral roots to localized iron supply

Based on the observation that Arabidopsis plants proliferate lateral roots
preferentially in Fe-containing agar patches (Figure 1), it was investigated whether
the Fe transporter IRT1 was involved in the differential regulation of number and
length of lateral roots under localized Fe supply. Similar to No-0, also in Ws-0 lateral
root number steeply increased with localized Fe supply and reached its maximum at
25 µM (Figure 6A). Above 25 µM Fe the number of emerged lateral roots remained
the same. In contrast, irt1 plants developed very few lateral roots up to 100 µM Fe
supply and then tended to increase lateral root number with further increases in Fe
supply. At 600 µM Fe, irt1 plants were able to initiate the same number of lateral
roots as wild type plants (Figure 6A). Similar to the No-0 accession, Ws-0 plants also
responded to local Fe availability by increasing lateral root length in a concentrationdependent manner. For Ws-0, however, maximum lateral root length was observed
around 75 µM, indicating that there is a considerable natural variability for this trait
among different accession lines of Arabidopsis. Relative to its wild type, irt1 was not
able to reach a comparably high length of lateral roots in the Fe-treated segment.
Even at 600 µM Fe the lateral root length of irt1 plants remained far below the
maximum observed at 75 µM in the wild type (Figure 6B).
Chlorophyll concentrations in wild type plants attained a maximum between 50
and 200 µM Fe and decreased with a further increase in supply (Figure 6C). In
contrast, chlorophyll concentrations in irt1 plants indicated a Fe-deficient status at
any Fe supply and showed a shift in their Fe response towards higher Fe supplies,
so that chlorophyll concentrations followed the same concentration-dependent
pattern as lateral root number or length. Thus, IRT1 appears as an essential
component for the differential response of the number and the length of lateral roots
to increasing concentrations of localized Fe supply.
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Figure 6. Lateral root development in wild type and irt1 plants in response to localized Fe supply.
(A) Number and (B) mean length of lateral roots in wild type (Ws-0) and irt1 mutant plants as affected by the Fe
concentration supplied to the middle segment. Wild type and irt1 seeds were germinated on Fe-free, half-strength
MS medium for 7 days. Seedlings were then transferred to segmented agar plates supplied with Fe in the middle
segment at the indicated concentrations. After 15 days the number and mean length of visible lateral roots (> 0.5
mm) in the middle segment were determined by image analysis. (C) Shoot chlorophyll concentrations were
determined after 15 days of growth. Bars represent means ± SE, n = 7 replicates consisting of 3 plants. Different
letters indicate significant differences among means (P < 0.05 by Tukey’s test).
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3.3.5.

Influence of FIT on lateral root development under localized iron
supply

Considering the central role of FIT in regulating physiological Fe stress
responses in Arabidopsis (Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004; Jakoby et al., 2004) and
the additional role of its tomato ortholog LeFER in root hair formation (Ling et al.,
2002), it was assessed the involvement of this Fe-regulated transcription factor in
changes of root architecture in response to localized Fe supply. In fit mutant plants
the number of lateral roots was significantly lower than in wild type plants at
concentrations up to 50 µM of localized Fe supply and achieved a similar number
only at 200 µM Fe. Over the whole range of locally supplied Fe concentrations mean
lateral root length of fit mutant plants showed no increase (Figure 7B). It is important
to note here that lower lateral root length of fit plants above 25 µM Fe relative to the
wild type reflected a similar situation to that seen in irt1 mutant plants (Figure 6). As it
has been demonstrated that fit plants suffer from impaired Fe uptake due to lower
IRT1 and FRO2 expression (Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004), this observation may
indirectly support a role of IRT1/FRO2-dependent Fe acquisition in increasing lateral
root length under localized Fe supply. To investigate whether FIT overexpression can
provoke a morphological response and increase lateral root length, 35S::FIT lines
were tested for lateral root responses to local Fe supply. However, the constitutive
expression of FIT did not significantly affect the root architecture, and lateral root
number as well as length in response to localized Fe supply were identical in Col-0
and 35S::FIT lines (Figure 7). Considering the lack of a root architecture-related
phenotype in 35S::FIT lines and the similar response of fit and irt1 insertion lines, it is
suggested that FIT has no direct, Fe acquisition-independent role in the adaptation of
lateral root morphology to a localized availability of Fe.
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Figure 7. Lateral root development in response to localized Fe supply in transgenic plants with deregulated
expression of FIT.
(A) Number and (B) mean lateral root length in wild type (Col-0), 35S::FIT and fit mutant plants as affected by the
Fe concentration supplied to the middle segment. Seeds were germinated on Fe-free, half-strength MS medium
for 7 days. Then, seedlings were transferred to segmented agar plates supplied with Fe in the middle segment at
the indicated concentrations. After 15 days, the number of visible lateral roots (> 0.5 mm) and mean lateral root
length in the middle segment was determined by image analysis. Bars indicate means ± SE, n = 7-12 plates with
3 plants per plate. Different letters indicate significant differences among means (P < 0.05 by Tukey’s test).

3.3.6.

Influence of FRD3 on lateral root development and the
expression of Fe-responsive genes

Root architectural changes in response to differing spatial availabilities of
nutrients might result either directly from the local presence of the nutrient or
indirectly from an altered nutritional status of the plant that is communicated to the
roots. For most of the nutrients characterized so far a sharp distinction between
these regulatory factors has turned out to be difficult to achieve. In the case of Fe,
the Arabidopsis ferric reductase defective3 (frd3-1) and its allelic mutant manganese
accumulator1 (man1; also known as frd3-3) showed a constitutive upregulation of the
Fe acquisition machinery in roots despite accumulating more Fe in the root compared
to wild type plants (Delhaize, 1996; Rogers and Guerinot, 2002; Green and Rogers,
2004). These mutants thus represent useful tools to investigate whether the
morphological root responses described herein are under the control of local or
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systemic regulation. Under homogenous supply of Fe, Col-gl and frd3-1 plants
behaved very similar with regard to lateral root development. Both lines showed a
parallel increase in lateral root number except at 200 µM Fe where frd3-1 mutants
significantly increased lateral root number beyond the level of wild type plants (Figure
8A). In a similar concentration dependency, lateral root length increased in both lines
even though frd3-1 mutants tended to achieve their maximal length already at lower
Fe supplies than wild type plants (Figure 8C). Since these two differences might be a
consequence of a higher Fe accumulation in frd3-1 roots (Green and Rogers, 2004),
the roots were subjected to Perl’s staining, allowing to visualize local Fe
accumulations (Stacey et al., 2008). Indeed, under homogenous Fe supplies, Perl’s
reagent detected higher Fe levels in frd3-1 than in wild type roots (Figure 10).
At 1 µM of localized Fe supply frd3-1 mutant plants developed approximately
two lateral roots more than the corresponding wild type in their Fe-treated root
segments, thereafter lateral root number did not change with Fe supply in both
genotypes (Figure 8B). Interestingly, lateral root length followed the same
concentration-dependent manner in both lines (Figure 8D). Thus, the differential
response between the number and length of lateral roots as it was observed in wild
type plants remained conserved despite the loss of FRD3. A similar growth response
was observed in man1 (frd3-3) mutant plants (data not shown). These observations
gained importance with respect to the chlorophyll levels which reflected a significantly
lower Fe nutritional status in frd3-1 mutant than in wild type plants at > 10 µM Fe
supply (Figure 8F) and were accompanied by a chlorotic shoot phenotype (data not
shown). This was not the case under homogenous Fe supply (Figure 8E), where
plants could profit from additional Fe being acquired by upper root segments. Thus,
the earlier response of frd3-1 mutant plants to a local supply of 1 µM Fe was not
affected by the Fe nutritional status of the shoot. This indicated that the quantitative
traits in lateral root development as determined here were independent of a FRD3mediated regulation by the Fe nutritional status of the shoot.
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Figure 8. Lateral root development in wild type and frd3-1 plants in response to homogenous or localized Fe
supply.
(A, B) Lateral root number, (C, D) lateral root length and (E, F) chlorophyll concentration in the shoots of wild type
(Col-gl) and frd3-1 mutant plants. Seeds were germinated on Fe-free, half-strength MS medium for 7 days before
transfer to segmented agar plates homogenously supplied with Fe(III)-EDTA to all three segments (A, C, E) or
locally supplied only to the middle segment (B, D, F). Plant roots were scanned and the chlorophyll concentration
determined after 15 days on Fe treatments. Bars represent means ± SE, n= 7-12 plates with 3 seedlings per
plate. Different letters indicate significant differences among means (P < 0.05 by Tukey’s test).

Additionally, it was compared IRT1 gene expression levels in wild type and
frd3-1 plants under both modes of Fe supply. Under homogeneous Fe supply IRT1
mRNA accumulation followed the same dependency on Fe supply in both lines, but
at a concentration of ≥ 25 µM Fe mRNA levels remained at a slightly higher level in
frd3-1 plants (Figure 9A). When Fe was supplied locally, IRT1 mRNA levels showed a
distinct and sharp increase (Figure 9B) supporting its responsiveness to local Fe
supplies (Vert et al., 2003). Similar to the situation under homogenous supply of Fe,
IRT1 transcript levels remained at a higher level in frd3-1 roots only under Fe
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concentrations of ≥ 25 µM (Figure 9A, B). In the same concentration range, also FIT
transcript levels were higher in frd3-1 plants when locally supplied with Fe (Figure
9C, D). With respect to the chlorophyll levels (Figure 8F), this gene expression study
indicated that locally supplied frd3-1 plants experienced more severe Fe deficiency at
≥ 25 µM Fe than wild type plants which should theoretically result in a stronger Fe
deficiency signal from the shoot to the root (Vert et al., 2003). Nevertheless, Fedependent repression of lateral root length followed the same concentration
dependency in both lines (Figure 8D) supporting the view that lateral root length was
not subject to a systemic, FRD3-dependent regulation.

Figure 9. Effect of homogenous or localized Fe supply to wild type or frd3-1 plants on the expression of Feregulated genes.
Transcript levels of (A, B) IRT1, (C, D) FIT or (E, F) FER1 as determined by qRT-PCR in roots of Col-gl wild type
and frd3-1 mutant plants. Root segments were harvested from the middle segment of plants growing for 15 d
under homogenous (A, C, E) or localized (B, D, F) supply of Fe at the indicated concentrations. Bars represent
means ± SE, n = 3-4.
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Figure 10. Histochemical localization of Fe(III)
in wild-type and frd3-1 roots.
Roots of wild-type and frd3-1 plants, grown on
either homogeneous or localized supply of 10,
50 or 200 µM Fe-EDTA during 7 days, were
washed with EDTA and ultra-pure water (18.2
Milli-Q cm -1 ) and subsequently vaccum
infiltrated with Perl’s stain solution (equal
volumes of 4% [v/v] HCl and 4% [w/v] Kferrocyanide) for 15 min. Shown are
representative plants for each genotype and
treatment (n=10 plants each). Bar = 150 µm.
Arrows indicate Fe(III) localization close to the
vasculature in frd3-1 roots supplied with 50 or
200 µM Fe-EDTA.
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3.4.

Discussion

3.4.1.

Localized Fe supply differentially regulates lateral root number
and lateral root length

This study shows that the localized availability of Fe exerts a dual effect on
lateral root development in Arabidopsis. Firstly, a direct comparison of lateral root
growth responses to homogenous or localized supply of Fe revealed a twofold
increase in lateral root length of wild type plants grown on 25 µM localized Fe supply
relative to plants grown on homogenous Fe supply, while lateral root number was
much less affected (Figure 1E, F). Thus local Fe supply mainly stimulated the
elongation process in lateral root development. Secondly, high local Fe supplies
evoked an inhibition of mean lateral root length (Figure 1E, 6B) but not of lateral root
number (Figure 1F, 6A). A growth-inhibitory effect of Fe has recently been reported
for primary roots and suggested as the major cause for root shortening under local P
deficiency, because low P levels might indirectly increase Fe availability and thus
favor Fe accumulation to toxic levels (Ward et al., 2008). Indeed, under certain
conditions P negatively affects Fe availability by precipitation reactions outside or
inside the plant tissue (Marschner, 1995) and these results with homogenous Fe
supply also showed a negative effect of high Fe concentrations on primary root
development (Figure 1I). In contrast, when high concentrations of Fe (200-500 µM)
were locally supplied the primary root elongation was not inhibited, although lateral
root elongation had already decreased (Figure 1E, I). Since phosphate
concentrations in the medium were the same and elemental analysis revealed that
shoot phosphate concentrations were not affected by either mode of Fe supply at any
Fe concentration (Table 1), the Fe-mediated inhibition of lateral root growth observed
here was most likely independent of any interactions with P. Given that lateral root
length showed an optimum in its response to local Fe supplies, whereas lateral root
number was insensitive to high Fe supplies, these two morphological root traits are
subject to a differential regulation by local Fe supplies. This was corroborated in three
different Arabidopsis accession lines (No-0, Ws-0, and Col-gl) with varying but
distinct optimum concentrations for highest mean lateral root length (Figures 1E, 6B,
8D).
Due to the extremely low concentrations of soluble Fe at neutral to alkaline pH
(Marschner 1995), there is a particular need for plants to coordinate physiological
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with morphological mechanisms to enhance Fe acquisition. This has been
demonstrated for subapical root zones of strategy I plants, where an enhanced
proton extrusion and Fe(III) reducing capacity coincide with the formation of ectopic
root hairs (Römheld et al., 1984; Müller and Schmidt, 2004). With regard to
elongation of lateral roots, their directed growth towards soil patches with higher Fe
solubility, like acidic microsites, might thus represent an additional morphological
component in the coordination with physiological responses to a low and
heterogeneous distribution of Fe.

3.4.2.

The local regulation of lateral root development by iron

When Arabidopsis plants are challenged by Fe deficiency, strategy I
responses are induced to improve Fe acquisition from the rhizosphere (Marschner,
1995). These responses have been described to be subject to a local control, in
which Fe acts as a local inducer (e.g. for IRT1 and FRO2 expression), and a
systemic control, in which a shoot-derived signal represses Fe acquisition genes
(Vert et al., 2003). Several lines of evidence in this study indicate that the impact of
Fe on lateral root development is different and primarily subject to a local rather than
a systemic regulation: i) Lateral root elongation followed an optimum response to
local Fe supplies and decreased at elevated external Fe levels (Figure 1E), even
though the Fe nutritional status of the shoots did not change (Figure 4C, Table 1).
Under homogenous Fe supply the repression of lateral root length was absent,
further supporting the conclusion that the elongation process was regulated by the
local Fe availability. These two observations emphasise that the Fe-dependent
regulation of this morphological trait differs from that of the physiological traits, where
a long-distance Fe signal from the shoot regulates Fe acquisition genes in roots (Vert
et al., 2003; Lucena et al., 2006; Enomoto et al., 2007); ii) Under localized Fe supply
lateral root elongation in frd3-1 mutants did not significantly differ from the wild type
plants, although frd3-1 shoots suffered from Fe deficiency (Figure 8D, F). Since
FRD3 acts as a citrate loader into the xylem required for root-to-shoot translocation
of Fe, frd3-1 plants accumulate Fe in roots while the shoot remains Fe deficient
(Durrett et al., 2007), thereby causing a weaker repression of strategy I responses in
roots upon Fe resupply (Figure 9; Rogers and Guerinot, 2002). Thus, Fe-mediated
repression of lateral root elongation under localized Fe supply was independent of
FRD3, suggesting feedback control by Fe in a local rather than systemic regulatory
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loop; iii) In contrast to wild type plants, the irt1 mutant showed a poor stimulation of
lateral root elongation as localized Fe concentrations were increased (Figure 6B),
although lateral root initiation was stimulated to wild type levels after excessive Fe
supply (Figure 6A). Thus, a lack of IRT1 in the initiation process could be
compensated for by excessive Fe supply; however, this was not the case for lateral
root elongation as even at highest Fe supply the elongation never achieved wild type
levels (Figure 6A, B). Meanwhile, IRT1 transcript levels showed a more pronounced
upregulation under localized compared to homogenous Fe supply (Figure 9A, B),
confirming the previously postulated control of IRT1 by local Fe supply (Vert et al.,
2003) in addition to its systemic up-regulation under Fe deficiency that is mediated
via FIT. Thus IRT1, which is preferentially expressed in the rhizodermis of Fedeficient roots (Vert et al., 2002), might take in a role as an Fe sensor or as an Fe
transporter that confers local Fe regulation and that is located upstream of the Fe
sensing event required to stimulate lateral root elongation.
The Fe-dependent regulation of lateral root number might primarily depend on
the achievement of a certain Fe threshold level within the innermost root cells.
Evidence for that mainly derived from the experiments with the frd3-1 mutant, which
had a higher number of lateral roots relative to wild type plants when grown at 1 µM
local Fe supply (Figure 8B) or at 200 µM homogenous Fe supply (Figure 8A).
Notably, the latter went along with strongly elevated levels of FER1 expression
(Figure 9 E, F) and root Fe, as put into evidence by Perl’s staining (Figure 10),
supporting the notion that lateral root initiation is not repressed by high local Fe
supplies. These frd3-1 responses were most likely a consequence of the inhibited
root-to-shoot translocation of Fe, as in the frd3-1 roots Fe accumulates to higher
levels in the vascular cylinder than in wild type roots (Figure 10; Green and Rogers,
2004). Taking into account that frd3-1 plants just weakly down-regulated the Fe
acquisition response (Figure 9; Rogers and Guerinot, 2002), it might well be that
frd3-1 roots reached those internal Fe levels that are required for lateral root initiation
at an earlier stage. Interestingly, a recent cell type-specific transcriptome profiling
approach indicated that Fe deficiency might be sensed in the innermost root cells
since most of the Fe-dependent changes in gene expression were detected in the
root stele (Dinneny et al., 2008). This supports the view that local Fe availabilities are
integrated with systemic Fe nutritional signals in inner root cells to trigger lateral root
initiation and elongation, while in particular the fine-tuning of lateral root length
responds to local Fe signals involving IRT1 and thus the contribution of outer root
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cells. In this context, it has also been shown that localized supply of nitrate to
Arabidopsis plants exerts a stimulation of lateral root elongation via a dual regulatory
system, involving both local and systemic signalling pathways (Zhang and Forde,
1998; Zhang et al., 1999). In contrast to Fe-mediated lateral elongation, however, the
inhibitory effect of nitrate on LR elongation is conferred by systemic inhibition (Zhang
et al., 1999).
The fact that morphological traits such as an increased formation of branched
root hairs (Müller and Schmidt, 2004) or lateral root elongation (Figure 1A, D) and
physiological responses, such as the up-regulation of IRT1 and FRO2 expression,
respond to local Fe supply further supports the idea of an Fe sensor in roots (Giehl et
al., 2009). In yeast cells an intracellular Fe sensing circuit has been characterized
which involves the transcription factors Aft1p and Aft2p that act upstream of Fe(III)
reductase and Fe(II) transporter genes and downstream of a mitochondrial signal
related to Fe-S cluster biosynthesis (Rutherford et al., 2005; Kumánovics et al.,
2008). In Arabidopsis roots evidence for a local Fe sensor comes from these
experiments which show a stronger up-regulation of IRT1 under local Fe supply
(Figure 9B), as well as from split-root experiments in which IRT1 and FRO2
expression increased only in those roots exposed to Fe (Vert et al., 2003). Therefore,
here it was suggested IRT1 as a component involved in local Fe sensing or the
transduction of a local Fe signal, however, further experimental evidence is required
to verify this hypothesis.
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4. Ammonium triggers lateral root branching in Arabidopsis in an
AMT1;3-dependent manner
4.1.

Introduction

In most soils plant nutrients are not homogeneously distributed, particularly if
they derive from organic matter and precipitation or adsorption to the soil matrix
restrict their solubility and transport to the root surface (Ettema and Wardle, 2002;
Hinsinger et al., 2005). Plants may respond to a spatially restricted availability of
nutrients with an alteration of the root system architecture displaying enhanced
lateral root development into nutrient-rich patches. This response is nutrient specific
and only observed if overall nutrient availability is limited. Early experiments with
barley showed that locally concentrated supplies of nitrate or phosphate but not
potassium stimulated lateral root growth within the nutrient-rich soil patch, while
lateral root formation was suppressed in nutrient-poor zones (Drew, 1975; Drew and
Saker, 1975; 1978). In the case of phosphate, a low availability appears to be sensed
in the root apex, where cell elongation and meristem activity become strongly
reduced and thereby avoid further root development into phosphate-depleted soil
zones (Svistoonoff et al., 2007; Desnos, 2008). In the case of nitrate, the role of the
apical root meristem in nitrogen sensing remains unclear, however, lateral roots also
elongate into nitrate-containing soil zones if the remaining root system is nitrogen
deficient (Drew, 1975; Remans et al., 2006). In Arabidopsis, nitrate-driven lateral root
growth depends on the expression of the MADS-box transcription factor ANR1, which
acts downstream of the dual-affinity nitrate transporter NRT1;1 (Zhang and Forde,
1998; Remans et al., 2006). Since an Arabidopsis mutant defective in nitrate
reductase activity still responded to a local supply of nitrate, while local supply of
ammonium or glutamine failed to elicit the same growth response, it has been
concluded that local lateral root elongation is controlled by nitrate itself (Zhang et al.,
1999).
Even though ammonium sensing responses could not be observed in
Arabidopsis (Zhang et al., 1999), there are a few reasons why they should be
expected. Firstly, ammonium is less soluble than nitrate and partly adsorbed to the
soil matrix so that roots growing towards the ammonium source would decrease
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diffusion distances (Miller et al., 2007). Secondly, at low external concentrations
ammonium is a preferential nitrogen source for most plants (Gazzarrini et al., 1999).
Thirdly, motile Chlamydomonas cells show mechanisms of ammonium sensing by
actively moving towards a localized source of either ammonium or its nonmetabolizable substrate analog methylammonium (Ermilova et al., 2007) and finally,
yeast cells sense ammonium. When grown under low ammonium supply yeast cells
produce pseudohyphae which are nuclear-free hyphal structures that better allow
foraging of a nitrogen-poor substrate (Lorenz and Heitmann, 1998). Pseudohyphal
differentiation depends on Mep2 which has the greatest substrate affinity of the three
ammonium transporters in yeast (Marini et al., 1997) and is able to rapidly activate a
protein kinase A-mediated signaling pathway (van Nuland et al., 2006). Specific point
mutations in Mep2 uncoupled ammonium signaling from transport suggesting a role
as a transceptor, a protein that acts as a transporter and receptor at the same time
(Lorenz and Heitmann, 1998; Thevelein et al., 2005). However, AMT-type ammonium
transporters from Arabidopsis were not able to substitute for a lack of Mep2 with
regard to pseudohyphal differentiation in yeast (van Nuland et al., 2006).
Arabidopsis possesses six AMT-type ammonium transporters with five of these
genes being expressed in roots, while AMT1;4 is the only one expressed in pollen
(Yuan et al., 2007; 2009). AMT1;1 and AMT1;3 are expressed in rhizodermal and
cortical cells where they confer high-capacity and high-affinity ammonium uptake with
an in-vivo Km of 50 and 61 µM, respectively (Loqué et al., 2006; Yuan et al., 2007).
Correlative evidence indicated that AMT1;5, which is also expressed in rhizodermal
root cells, contributes only 5-10% of the overall ammonium uptake capacity at an
even higher substrate affinity. In contrast, AMT1;2 represents a lower-affinity
transporter expressed in endodermal and cortical cells that most likely finds a major
role in the uptake and retrieval of ammonium from the root apoplast (Yuan et al.,
2007). AMT1;1 and AMT1;2 are allosterically regulated by C-terminal phosphorylation
which trans-inhibits the activation of AMT1 subunits in a trimeric complex (Loqué et
al., 2007; Neuhäuser et al., 2007). C-terminal phosphorylation of AMT1;1 is rapidly
triggered by external ammonium supply and causes a decrease in ammonium uptake
by roots (Lanquar et al., 2009). A working model has been set up in which the
external ammonium signal is conferred to the cytosolic side either via a membraneanchored receptor-like kinase or via AMT1;1 itself, presuming that AMT1;1 acts as a
transceptor (Lanquar et al., 2009). Any relation between AMTs and root morphology
has not yet been reported.
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Against this background it was investigated changes in the lateral root
architecture of Arabidopsis plants grown under local ammonium supply and observed
that local ammonium stimulates lateral root initiation and leads to highly branched
lateral roots, while further elongation of pre-emerged root initials becomes arrested.
Employing different growth systems for the morphological analysis of lateral root
branching and measuring in parallel the uptake of

15N-labeled

ammonium, it was

confirmed that ammonium-induced lateral root initiation cannot be explained by a
nutritional effect alone. Monitoring lateral root branching in transgenic lines with
altered AMT gene expression indicated a particular involvement of AMT1;3 in
ammonium-triggered lateral root formation. Moreover, a rigourous comparison of
lateral root growth responses between ammonium and nitrate throughout a large set
of experiments identified a complementary action of ammonium and nitrate in guiding
lateral root development.
4.2.

Material and methods

4.2.1.

Plant Material

The following lines were used: amt1;1-1, amt1;3-1, amt1;3-1-35S::AMT1;3
(Loqué et al., 2006), amt1;2-1, amt2;1-1, qko (amt1;1, amt1;2, amt1;3, amt2;1), qko
+11 and qko+13 (Yuan et al., 2007), CYCB1:GUS (Ferreira et al., 1994). The qkoDR5:GFP line was generated introducing the DR5rev:GFP construct (Vanneste and
Friml, 2009) into the qko background by Agrobacterium-mediated transformation via
floral dip. If not otherwise stated the Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Columbia-0 (Col-0)
was used as a wild-type. The AMT1;3 TA and TD mutants were kindly provided by Dr.
Lixing Yuan. The AMT1;3 pore mutations (D202N, Asp202Asn) and AMT1;3 Cterminal mutations (Y471stop, Tyr471Met and Y473stop, Tyr473Met) were generated
by in vitro mutagenesis based on PCR with QuickChange Multi kit (Stratagene). As
template, AMT1,3 fragment cloned into pCR4-TOPO (Invitrogen) was used to
generated each mutation according to the manufactured instructions. The primers
used were AMT1,3 D202N-For, TTTAGCACCGGAGCCATTAACTTTGCTGGCTCC;
Y471STOP-For CGTCACGGTGGCTTTGCTTAGATCTACCATGATAATGATG; and
Y473STOP-For GGTGGCTTTGCTTATATCTAGCATGATAATGATGATGAGTC. The
mutations were confirmed by sequencing analysis and the fragments were subcloned into the vector pPT-Hyg, which then were used to transform qko plants.
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4.2.2.

Plant in vitro culture

Seeds were surface-sterilized with 70% ethanol and germinated on MGRL
medium (Fujiwara et al., 1992) containing 5 mM MES (2-[morpholino]
ethanesulphonic acid; Sigma, Germany; pH 5.7), 0.5% sucrose, and 1% Difco Agar
(Becton, Dickinson and Company). For transfer to vertically-split agar plates
(Remans et al., 2006) plants were supplemented with 0.5 mM nitrate, while for
transfer to horizontally-split agar plates (Zhang and Forde, 1998) plants were precultured in the absence of nitrogen. Plants were pre-cultured on vertically-oriented
plates for 10 days, transferred to fresh plates containing the same solid medium
supplemented locally with NH4Cl or KNO3 at indicated concentrations and KCl to
balance Cl- or K+ concentrations in all segments of the plate. The medium was
supplemented with 5-10 mM MES according to the increasing concentrations of
NH4Cl or KNO3 supplied to the HN plate side under vertically-split agar plates in order
to avoid changes in the pH which was kept constant at 5.7. Root system architecture
was assessed after 15 days of growth in a growth chamber with a 10/14 h day/night
regime at 22°/19°C and a light intensity of 120 µmol photons m-2s-1 on horizontally- or
vertically-split agar plates. Supply of 15N-labelled NH4Cl or KNO3 (1% labelled by 15NChemotrate Chemieehandelsgessellschaft mbH Leipzig, Germany) to the agar
medium was followed by analysis of accumulated

15N

in roots or shoots by isotope-

ratio mass spectrometry coupled with an elemental analyzer (Thermo Electro
Finnigan, Bremen, Germany).

4.2.3.

Heterologous expression of AMT1;3 mutants in yeast

The ORF of AMT1;3 was amplified by PCR and cloned in pDR195 yeast
vector (described in Yuan et al., 2007). The pore mutation in AMT1;3 D202N and the
C-terminal AMT1;3 mutations (Y471stop and Y473stop) were cloned into yeast
vector pDR196 that was used to transform the triple mep yeast mutant-strain 31019b
(Marini et al., 1997). Yeast transformation was modified from the protocol described
by Gietz and Schiesttl (1995). Yeast cells were cultivated overnight in liquid YPD
medium (10 g L-1 BACTO yeast extract, Becton Dickson & Co, Sparks, Maryland,
USA, 20 g L-1 BACTO peptone, Becton Dickson, 2% glucose). After the cells culture
reached the OD of 0.4-0.5, they were centrifuged at 2000 g at RT for 7 min. The
yeast cell were then washed once by sterile destilated MQ water and were
resuspended in TE/LiAc solution (100 mM lithium acetate, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2
mM EDTA). To perform each transformations, around 15-20 µg of salmon sperm
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DNA was denatured four times at 95 °C for 5 min. followed each time by incubation at
4 °C for 5 min. In the same Eppendorf tube, 1 µg of plasmid DNA, 70 µL of 5%
PEG4000, 10 µL of TE/LiAc solution and 19 µL of the cell suspension were added.
This mixture was incubated at 28 °C for 30 min., followed by 42 °C for 15 min. and
completing by 28 °C for more 30 min. After centrifugation, the pellet was resuspended in 100 µL of sterile MQ water and a serial dilution was performed for
platting the yeast cells. Growth complementation assays were performed on YNB
medium (1.7 g L-1 DIFCO yeast nitrogen base without amino acids and ammonium
sulfate, Becton Dickinson & Co, 20 g L-1 agar , Bacteriological agar Nr. 1, Oxoid Ltd,
Basingstone, UK, 2% glucose) supplemented with 2% of glucose and a nitrogen
source (0.2, 2 mM ammonium chloride, 1 mM Arg or 100 mM MeA - a nonmetabolizable substrate analog methylammonium) and buffered at pH 5.5 by 50 mM
MES-Tris. Yeast cell were incubated at 28 °C for 3 days.

4.2.4.

Root growth measurements

Root systems were scanned at a resolution of 300 dpi (Epson Expression
10000XL scanner, Seiko), and the background noise was removed from images
using Adobe Photoshop version 5.0 LE (Adobe Systems Inc., California). Root
growth was determined by analysing scanned images by WinRHIZO version
Pro2007d (Regents Instruments Inc., Canada). The number of emerged lateral roots
(> 0.5 mm) was determined by image analysis except for experiments with
CYCB1::GUS plants (Figure 13 and Table 2) where analysis required histochemistry
and microscopy. All the experiments were performed at least twice with similar
results.

4.2.5.

Histochemical analysis and microscopy

For histochemical studies the Arabidopsis lines CYCB1::GUS (cycb1::uid,
Ferreira et al., 1994) reporter plants were incubated overnight at 37°C in GUS
reaction buffer (1 mg/mL of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-b-D-glucuronide in 100 mM
sodium phosphate, pH 7.0) and the stained seedlings were cleared according to
Malamy and Benfey (1997). Lateral root initials were classified and grouped as
emerged (> stage VII) or pre-emerged (stages I-VII). Fixed (6h in 4% formaldehyde in
phosphate or PBS buffer, pH 6.5) roots expressing the cycb1::uid marker were
analyzed and lateral root formation was assessed under a light microscope (Zeiss
Axiovert 200 M, Jena, Germany). The Arabidopsis lines DR5::GUS (Ulmanov et al.,
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1997) and qko-DR5::GUS were grown under splitted agar conditions and the
localization of the promoter activity was conducted using an inverted fluorescence
microscope equipped with ApoTome (Zeiss Axiovert 200 M, Jena, Germany).

4.2.6.

Gene expression analysis

For quantitative real-time PCR total RNA was extracted from root tissues
grown on individual segments in split-agar plates using the Trizol RNA extraction kit
(Invitrogen). RNA was quantified and treated with DNase I (Invitrogen). DNasetreated RNA was checked by agarose gel electrophoresis for genomic DNA
contamination. One microgram of total RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA using
oligo(dT)24 primers and the SuperScriptII Reverse Transcriptase Kit (Invitrogen).
Quantitative real-time PCR analysis was performed using an Eppendorf mastercycler
realplex (Eppendorf, Germany) and QuantiTect SYBR Green qPCR Mix (Qiagen).
G e n e - s p e c i f i c p r i m e r s w e r e u s e d f o r A M T 1 ; 1 ( A M T 1 ; 1 - F o r, 5 ´ TCCTAATGGTGATGGTGGACAA -3´; AMT1;1-Rev, 5´-TGTTGGAAATGGCAGCGA3´), AMT1;3 (AMT1;3-For, 5´-GTTGGTGGCATAGCAGGTTT -3´; AMT1;3-Rev, 5´CGGAACGAGTATCTTAGTGAAGG- 3´) and UBIQUITIN2 (UBQ2) as reference gene
as described in Yuan et al., (2007). Relative transcript abundance was calculated by
the Mastercycler ep realplex software package version 2.0.

4.2.7.

Accession Numbers

Arabidopsis Genome Initiative locus identifiers for the genes mentioned in this
article are At4g13510 (AMT1;1), At1g64780 (AMT1;2), At3g24300 (AMT1;3) and
At2g38290 (AMT2;1).
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4.3.

Results

4.3.1.

Lateral root formation is stimulated by local ammonium supply

To investigate ammonium sensing responses in plants, Arabidopsis Col-0
plants were placed on horizontally-split agar plates (Zhang and Forde, 1998) to which
ammonium or nitrate was supplemented to the middle agar segment. After 15 days of
growth the total lateral root length in the middle segment showed a dose-response
curve with a threefold increase at 0.5 mM nitrate but a less than twofold increase at
0.8 mM ammonium where lateral root length found its maximum (Figure 11C and
11D). Thereby, the average length of the newly emerged lateral roots in the middle
plate segment was stimulated by 132% under nitrate but only by 35% under local
ammonium supply (Figure 12C and 12D). In contrast, exposing the middle part of the
primary root axis to increasing N concentrations increased lateral root number only
by 1.4 roots plant-1 under nitrate but by 2.0 roots plant-1 under local ammonium
supply (Figure 12I and 12J). Since the total primary root length was negatively
affected by elevated levels of local ammonium supply (Figure 12M and 12N), it was
calculated lateral root densities for each segment (Figure 11G to 11L). Lateral root
density is a reliable measure for lateral root number that corrects for treatmentdependent variations in the length of the parent root (Dubrovsky et al., 2009). In the
middle segment lateral root density significantly increased under local ammonium but
not under local nitrate supply (Figure 11I and 11J). In the nitrogen-deficient upper root
segment, lateral root length and density slightly increased with the supply of either
nitrogen form but did not decrease at elevated concentrations (Figure 11A, 11B, 11G,
11H). Lateral roots formed in the bottom segment also responded to external nitrogen
supply with an increase in total or average lateral root length and density under
nitrate or ammonium supply (Figure 11E, 11F, 11K, 11L, Figure 12E and 12F). Thus,
local nitrate or ammonium supply to the middle segment stimulated lateral root
development in the bottom segment to a lower but still significant extent, which might
be a consequence of nitrogen transport in the root apoplast or symplast between the
middle and the bottom root segment. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the
major difference between the local responses to ammonium and nitrate was the more
prominent increase in lateral root number and density by ammonium, while lateral
root length was mainly stimulated by nitrate.
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Figure 11. Lateral root development is differently affected by local nitrate and ammonium supply.
(A) to (F) Total lateral root length per unit of primary root in the top (A) and (B), middle (C) and (D), and bottom
(E) and (F) root compartment. (G) to (L) Lateral root density in the top (G) and (H), middle (I) and (J), and bottom
(K) and (L) root compartment. Arabidopsis plants were grown for 15 days on horizontally-split agar plates and
supplemented with increasing concentrations of nitrogen in the form of KNO3 (A, C, E, G, I, K) or NH4Cl (B, D, F,
H, J, L) only in the middle compartment. Bars represent mean values (± SE) of 21 individual plants per treatment
and different letters denote significant differences among means at P < 0.05 (Tukey’s test).
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Figure 12. Primary and lateral root development under local nitrate and ammonium supply.
(A) to (F) Average lateral root length in the top (A) and (B), middle (C) and (D) and bottom (E) and (F) root
compartment. (G) to (L) Lateral root number in the top (G) and (H), middle (I) and (J) and bottom (K) and (L) root
compartment. (M) and (N) Primary root length. Arabidopsis plants were grown for 15 days on horizontally-split
agar plates and supplemented with increasing concentrations of nitrogen in the form of nitrate (A, C, E, G, I, K, M)
or ammonium (B, D, F, H, J, L, N) only in the middle compartment. Bars represent mean values (± SE) of 21
individual plants per treatment and different letters denote significant differences among means at P < 0.05
(Tukey’s test).
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Then it was monitored in a time-course experiment the lateral root
development under local supply of glutamine as an alternative reduced nitrogen
source. However, neither lateral root length nor number or density in the middle
segment increased above that observed in control (KCl) treatments (Figure 13A to
3C). A simultaneous supply of glutamine with ammonium did not significantly alter
lateral root length in the short term but after 15 days tended to repress the
ammonium-stimulated increase in lateral root number and density. These
observations indicated that the stimulatory effect of local ammonium supply on lateral
root formation could not be mimicked by glutamine. Moreover, the difference between
ammonium and control treatments confirmed that ammonium preferentially
stimulated lateral root number and density not only in comparison to nitrate (Figure
11) but also in comparison to nitrogen deficiency (Figure 13). Thus, the lateral root
phenotype observed under ammonium was not merely caused by the absence of
nitrate.

Figure 13. Influence of glutamine on lateral root development under localized ammonium supply.
(A) Total lateral root length per unit of primary root, (B) lateral root number and (C) lateral root density in the
middle root compartment. Arabidopsis plants were grown for 15 days on horizontally-split agar plates and
supplemented with 0.8 mM KCl, 0.8 mM NH4Cl, 0.8 mM glutamine or 0.8 mM NH4Cl + 0.8 mM glutamine in the
middle compartment. Roots were scanned 5, 10 or 15 days after transfer. Bars represent mean values (± SE) of
21 individual plants per treatment and different letters denote significant differences among means at P < 0.05
(Tukey’s test).
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To investigate whether the different number or density of lateral roots under
the two N forms was primarily caused by differences in lateral root initiation or
emergence (Péret et al., 2009), the CYCLINB1::GUS reporter line was employed
thereby allowing the early developmental stages of lateral root primordia to be traced
(Colon-Carmona et al., 1999). When these plants were grown in horizontally-split
agar plates under localized ammonium supply there was a significantly higher
number of lateral roots than under nitrate. This was mainly due to a greater number
of pre-emerged lateral root initials (Figure 14). Under local glutamine supply the
number of pre-emerged initials approached that of ammonium but still remained at a
significantly lower level. These observations suggested that ammonium triggers
lateral root development predominantly via the stimulation of their initiation rather
than their emergence.

Figure 14. Localized ammonium supply increases the number of pre-emerged lateral root initials.
CYCB1::GUS lines were germinated on N-deficient medium before transfer to horizontally-split agar plates
supplemented with 0.8 mM of either nitrate, ammonium or glutamine in the middle root compartment. Lateral
roots in the middle root compartment were classified into pre-emerged initials (stages I – VII) versus emerged
lateral root initials (stages ≥ VIII; Malamy and Benfey, 1997). Plants were assessed 12 days after transfer. Bars
represent means (± SE), n=20-25, and different letters denote significant differences among means within each
developmental stage at P < 0.05 (Tukey’s test).
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4.3.2.

Ammonium-induced lateral root branching is subject to systemic
repression

To overcome the limitations of the horizontally-split plate system, i.e. restricted
higher-order lateral root branching and the mixed nutritional situation in the primary
root axis as it is divided into three segments with different nitrogen supplies,
Arabidopsis roots were transferred to vertically-split agar plates. Here, the first-order
lateral root was guided into nitrogen-supplemented agar while the remainder of the
root continued to grow either on the same nitrogen concentration or under nitrogen
deficiency. In agreement with the study by Remans et al. (2006), localized nitrate
supply stimulated growth of second-order lateral roots as indicated by their increase
in length and density on high N (HN), but both measures were strongly repressed
when the other agar patch with the main root system (LN side) was additionally
supplemented with nitrate (Figure 15A,C and D). There was no significant effect on
first-order lateral root length (Table 2, HN plate side). In contrast, under local
ammonium supply second-order lateral root lengths were lower than those under
nitrate supply, but second-order lateral root density and third-order lateral root
development were strongly stimulated (Figure 15B to 15F, Table 2). When the
remaining root system also grew in the presence of ammonium (LN plate side) thirdorder lateral root length and density on the high N plate side (HN) were significantly
decreased, indicating that the third-order lateral root phenotype was subject to
systemic regulation (Figure 15E, F). To verify the influence of the external nitrogen
supply, lateral root formation was also assessed on the side with the primary root
(Table 2, LN plate side). The lengths of the primary root and first-order laterals were
hardly or not affected by additional supply of either nitrogen form, but second-order
lateral root length steeply increased in the presence of nitrate. The length of both
second- and third-order lateral roots increased in the presence of ammonium, and
this was associated with an increase in second-order lateral root number in the
presence of either N form (Table 2). This observation confirmed that ammonium
provoked a local stimulation of higher-order lateral root branching that was subject to
systemic repression by the nitrogen supplied to the other root fraction.
Simultaneously, nitrogen uptake was monitored by supplementing

15N-labeled

nitrate or ammonium only to the high N (HN) side. Cumulative 15N uptake was slightly
higher in ammonium- than in nitrate-supplied plants and additional supply of N to the
other agar patch did not significantly decrease root

15N

accumulation from either N
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form (Figure 15G). As expected,

15N

accumulation in roots on the low N (LN) side

was lower than on the HN side and additional
15N

14N

supply to these roots decreased

accumulation to a similar extent for both N forms (Figure 15H).

15N

accumulation

in shoots followed the same trend (Figure 15I). Referring to the total tissue N
concentration, as determined by the analysis of

15N

and

14N,

additional supply of

either N form to the LN side significantly increased N concentrations in the LN root
fraction as well as in the shoot (Figure 15H and 15I). Thus, the inhibition of thirdorder lateral root formation on the HN side after additional ammonium supply to the
other root fraction was most likely subject to systemic regulation of the N nutritional
status of the root fraction on the LN side and/or the shoot wild-type.
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LN VS NO3NO3--VSNO3LN VS NH4+
NH4+ VS NH4+

10.60 ±0.45b
8.54 ± 0.95b
4.81 ±0.34a
5.09 ±0.43a

First-order

Lateral root number (plant -1)

35.84 ±3.92b
11.24 ±3.52a
7.45 ±0.58a
4.46 ±1.35a

0.79 ±0.19a
0.12 ±0.10a
2.57 ±0.24b
0.66 ±0.22a

25.64 ±1.56c
13.60 ±1.89ab
22.06 ±0.40bc
11.23 ±3.80a

4.00 ±0.82a
2.41 ±0.24a
18.88 ±0.41c
9.65 ±3.21b

Second-order Third-order Second-order Third-order

Lateral root length (cm.plant -1)

HN plate side

n.d
n.d
0.03±0.01a
0.57±0.05b

Second-order Third-order

46.60±3.35b 1.97±1.02a
58.81±4.51b 27.58±4.87c
28.88±1.68a 1.85±0.24a
20.29±2.97a 7.80±2.37b

First-order

Lateral root length (cm.plant -1)

LN plate side

32.45±2.09n.s
38.25±4.36n.s
28.06±1.70n.s
37.00±3.46n.s

First-order

4.36±1.70a
59.25±11.5b
8.24±1.09a
59.33±5.48b

Second-order

Lateral root number (plant -1)

13.96±0.59b
12.79±0.44a
11.05±0.52a
11.17±0.82a

Primary root
length
(cm.plant -1)

Table 2. The presence of ammonium and nitrate triggers lateral root development. Total length and total numbers of first-. second- or third-order lateral roots
as well as primary root length of Arabidopsis wildtype plants grown on vertically-split agar plates for 15 days on either local nitrogen supply (0.8 mM NO3- or
NH4+ on HN side with 5 µM NO3- on the LN side; LN vs. NO3- and LN vs. NH4+) or homogenous nitrogen supply (0.8 mM NO3- or NH4+ on both sides; NO3vs. NO3- and NH4+ vs. NH4+). Values represent means (± SE) of 12-20 individual plants and different letters denote significant differences among means at P
< 0.05 (Tukey’s test).
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Figure 15. Local ammonium supply induces third-order lateral root branching.
(A) and (B) Typical root morphology of wild-type plants grown on vertically-split agar plates with the first lateral
root growing into a high N compartment (HN) with (A) 0.8 mM KNO3 or (B) 0.8 mM NH4Cl and the remainder of
the roots growing in 5 µM KNO3 (low nitrogen, LN). (C) to (F) Quantitative assessment of root morphology, (C)
second-order lateral root length, (D) second-order lateral root density, (E) third-order lateral root length, (F) thirdorder lateral root density. (G) to (I) 15N uptake from 15N-labeled nitrate or ammonium applied to the HN side and
its distribution in plants. Concentrations of total nitrogen (14N+15N, outer bars) and 15N (inner bars) in (G) roots
grown on the HN side, or (H) roots grown on the LN side, and (I) shoots are indicated. Plants were grown on
vertically-split agar plates for 15 days on either local nitrogen supply (5 µM NO3- on the LN side with 0.8 mM NO3or NH4+ on HN side; LN vs. NO3- and LN vs. NH4+) or homogenous nitrogen supply (0.8 mM NO3- or NH4+ on both
sides; NO3- vs. NO3- and NH4+ vs. NH4+). Bars represent mean values (± SE) of 10-20 individual plants and
different letters for total nitrogen (14N+15N, outer bars) and 15N (inner bars) denote significant differences among
means at P < 0.05 (Tukey’s test).
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Recently, glutamine has been described as a repressor of lateral root
emergence (Gifford et al., 2008). Indeed, addition of a local equimolar supply of
glutamine together with ammonium decreased third-order lateral root length and
density, while glutamine by itself poorly triggered third-order lateral root formation
(Figure 16A, B). The simultaneous supply of glutamine significantly decreased the
cumulative uptake of

15N-labelled

ammonium (Figure 16C). This might be due to a

systemic repression, considering the proposed role of glutamine as a metabolic
signal for N sufficiency or to a direct down-regulation of AMT1 genes by glutamine
(Rawat et al., 1999).

Figure 16. Glutamine represses ammonium-induced third-order lateral root branching.
(A) Third-order lateral root length, (B) third-order lateral root density, and (C) 15N concentrations in roots from 15Nlabeled ammonium supplied to the high N (HN) side. Wild-Type plants were grown for 15 days on vertically-split
agar plates with the first lateral root growing into a high N compartment (HN) with 0.8 mM 15N-labeled NH4Cl, 0.8
mM 15N-labeled NH4Cl together with 0.8 mM glutamine or 0.8 mM glutamine alone, while the remainder of the
roots was growing without N supply. Bars represent mean values (± SE) of 10-15 individual plants and different
letters denote significant differences among means at P < 0.05 (Tukey’s test).
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To verify a systemic effect of glutamine, increasing glutamine concentrations
were added to the LN compartment of the split-root design. Measurement of lateral
root development on the HN side of the plate revealed a strong decrease of first
(data not shown), second and third-order lateral root length and density (Figure 17A
and 17B). Neither 15N accumulation nor total N concentrations in ammonium-supplied
roots differed significantly from control plants grown in the absence of glutamine on
LN plate side (Figure 17C), indicating that inhibition of third-order lateral root
formation could not be explained exclusively by a glutamine-mediated repression of
ammonium uptake (Rawat et al., 1999). Total N concentrations in the LN root fraction
or in shoots increased at the expense of ammonium-15N due to higher glutamine
uptake (Figure 17D and 17E). Thus, glutamine or glutamine-derived nitrogen most
likely acted as a metabolic repressor of ammonium-induced third-order lateral root
formation which was most likely independent of an inhibition of local ammonium
uptake.
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Figure 17. Systemic repression of ammonium-induced third-order lateral root branching by glutamine.
(A) Third-order lateral root length, (B) third-order lateral root density, and (C to E) 15N uptake from 15N-labeled
ammonium applied to the HN side and its distribution in plants. Concentrations of total nitrogen (14N+15N, outer
bars) and 15N (inner bars) in (C) roots from the high N (HN), (D) roots from low N (LN) side of the plate, and (E)
shoots are indicated. Wild-Type plants were grown for 15 days on vertically-split agar plates with the first lateral
root growing into a high N (HN) compartment supplied with 0.8 mM 15N-labeled NH4Cl. Increasing concentrations
of glutamine were added to the remainder of the roots growing in a low N compartment (LN). Bars represent
mean values of 8-12 individual plants and different letters denote significant differences among means at P < 0.05
(Tukey’s test); n.s. not significant.
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4.3.3.

Ammonium and nitrate regulate lateral root development in a
complementary way

To investigate whether nitrate and ammonium have a differential effect on
lateral root initiation or emergence, the CYCLINB1::GUS reporter line was grown in
vertically-split agar plates and the effect of a combined ammonium nitrate supply was
compared to that of the single nitrogen forms. Taking into account pre-emerged
lateral root initials the localized ammonium supply increased the density of secondorder laterals as well as the length, number and density of third-order laterals relative
to the nitrate treatment (Table 3). In contrast, ammonium nitrate-grown plants had
even greater lateral root numbers, but resulted in a similar density of second-order
laterals comparable to ammonium-supplied plants due to a concomitant increase in
the length of first-order lateral roots. With regard to third-order lateral roots,
ammonium nitrate enhanced third-order lateral root number even more than
ammonium supply alone, pointing to an additive effect of both N forms. Due to the
lower second-order lateral root length, third-order lateral root density remained
highest under ammonium. The comparison between nitrate- and ammonium nitrategrown plants clearly showed that the higher lateral root numbers and densities
conferred by ammonium supply were independent of any effects on the parent root
(Table 3) and that ammonium also stimulated higher-order lateral root branching in
the presence of nitrate. Thus, nitrate and ammonium promoted lateral root
development in a complementary manner, in which ammonium was the dominant
trigger for lateral root initiation.

Table 3. Ammonium and nitrate stimulate lateral root development in a complementary manner.
Length, number and density of first-, second- or third-order lateral roots of Arabidopsis CYCB1::GUS
plants grown under local supply of ammonium, nitrate or ammonium nitrate in vertically-split agar
plates. Pre-emerged and emerged lateral roots (<0.5 mm) were determined after histochemical
staining. Numbers represent mean values (± SE) of 12-21 individual plants per treatment, and different
letters denote significant differences among nitrogen treatments at P < 0.05 (Tukey test).

0.8 mM NO30.8 mM NH4+
0.4 mMNH4NO3

Lateral root length
Lateral root number
Lateral root density
(cm.plant -1)
(plant –1)
(number.cm –1)
First-order Second-order Third-order Second-order Third-order Second-order Third-order
10.60 ±0.45b 35.83 ±3.92b 0.79 ±0.20a 33.83 ±2.54a 24.27 ±2.31a 3.33 ±0.38a 0.78 ±0.12a
4.81 ±0.49a 8.01 ±0.75a 2.88 ±0.26b 25.66 ±1.65a 49.08 ±3.87b 5.47 ±0.60b 6.52 ±0.54b
11.39 ±0.98b 41.04 ±7.71b 1.42 ±0.29a 55.88 ±4.19b 71.83 ±8.41c 5.14 ±0.24b 2.10 ±0.42a
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4.3.4.

The ammonium transporter-defective mutant qko shows
decreased ammonium-triggered lateral root branching

It was investigated the role of ammonium uptake in lateral root branching
employing the Arabidopsis qko mutant, which is defective in four root-expressed
AMMONIUM TRANSPORTER (AMT) genes (amt1;1, amt1;2, amt1;3, amt2;1) and
shows a 90-95% reduction of high-affinity ammonium influx in short-term uptake
studies (Yuan et al., 2007). Fifteen days after transfer to horizontally-split agar plates,
first-order lateral root length in qko was 32% lower than in the wild-type, whereas the
visible number or density of first-order lateral roots formed in response to ammonium
decreased by 48% or 53%, respectively (Figure 18A to 18C). The analysis of

15N

concentrations in entire seedlings after 15 days of growth in the presence of

15N-

labeled ammonium in the middle segment, revealed a 32% decrease in cumulative
ammonium uptake in qko (Figure 18D). The comparison between wild-type and qko
plants thus confirmed that local ammonium supply exerted a stronger stimulation of
lateral root initiation than of elongation and that the ammonium-induced changes in
root architecture depended on AMT-type ammonium transport proteins or their
uptake capacity. Under local ammonium supply on vertically-split agar plates, it was
observed that second-order and third-order lateral root formation in qko were strongly
reduced (Figure 18F, 18G and 18H), which went along with a weaker biomass
production (Figure 18I), whereas the growth response to nitrate was similar to the
wild-type (Figure 18E, 18G and 18H). Since the loss of lateral root branching in qko
under localized ammonium supply (Figure 18C, 18F, 18G and 18H) coincided with
lower cumulative ammonium uptake (Figure 18D), a nutritional effect of ammoniumderived nitrogen had to be considered. In this case a higher concentration of locally
supplied ammonium should restore lateral root branching in qko due to ammonium
uptake via low-affinity transport systems (Loqué and von Wirén, 2004). However,
increasing external ammonium supply showed that even 5 mM ammonium did not
restore wild-type levels of either the length or density of third-order lateral roots in
qko (Figure 19A and 19B). In wild-type plants third-order lateral root development
decreased under high local ammonium supplies probably due to ammonium-induced
systemic inhibition (Figure 16). At 5 mM ammonium supply, cumulative

15N

uptake in

qko was 21% higher than under 0.8 mM. This was almost at the same level as in
wild-type plants supplied with 0.8 mM (Figure 19C) where they showed a vigorous
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third-order lateral root development. Thus, higher local ammonium supplies could not
restore lateral root formation in qko, indicating that lateral root formation depends on
the presence of AMT proteins per se rather than on the quantity of absorbed
ammonium.

Figure 18. Third-order lateral root branching by local ammonium supply requires AMMONIUM TRANSPORTER
(AMT) genes.
(A) to (D) Time course of lateral root development on horizontally-split agar plates. (A) Lateral root length, (B)
lateral root number, (C) lateral root density, and (D) 15N concentration in roots from 15N-labeled ammonium
supplied to the middle root compartment. Wild-Type and qko (amt1;1, amt1;2, amt1;3, amt2;1) plants were grown
for 15 days on horizontally-split agar plates. Bars represent mean values (± SE) and asterisks denote significant
differences between lines at * P < 0.05 or ** P < 0.001 (Student’s t-test), n = 10-12 individual plants per treatment;
n.s., not significant. (E) to (H) Root morphology of qko plants grown on vertically-split agar plates with the first
lateral root growing into (E) 0.8 mM NO3- or (F) 0.8 mM NH4+ and the remainder of the roots growing in 5 µM NO3(LN). (G) Second-order lateral root density and (H) third-order lateral root density of roots grown in the high N
(HN) compartment. (I) Total plant dry weight of plants grown for 12 days under localized nitrate or ammonium
supply. Bars represent mean values (± SE) of 12-20 individual plants per treatment. Different letters denote
significant differences among means at P < 0.05 (Tukey’s test).
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Figure 19. Millimolar ammonium supply cannot restore third-order lateral development in qko.
(A) Third-order lateral root length, (B) third-order lateral root density, and (C) 15N concentrations shoot plus root
samples from 15N-labeled ammonium supplied to the HN compartment. Wild-Type and qko (amt1;1, amt1;2,
amt1;3, amt2;1) plants were grown on vertically-split agar plates with a localized supply of increasing ammonium
concentrations. Bars represent means (± SE) and different letters denote significant differences at P < 0.05
(Tukey’s test); n = 10-15.

4.3.5.

The role of AMT1;3 in lateral root branching

Considering that Arabidopsis plants express five AMT-type ammonium
transporters in roots (Yuan et al., 2007) and that AMT1;5 which is still functional in
qko is not responsible for lateral root branching (Figure 18), it was investigated the
role of the four remaining AMTs in third-order lateral root formation by phenotyping
the corresponding single T-DNA- or transposon-tagged insertion lines. With respect
to third-order lateral root length, none of the single insertion lines differed from its
corresponding wild-type (Figure 20A to 20D). Only the amt1;3-1 insertion line yielded
a significantly lower third-order lateral root density than its wild-type Ws-0
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background. In fact, lateral root density in amt1;3-1 decreased by 30% and thus still
remained at a higher relative level than that of qko plants, which was 50-75% below
wild-type levels (Figure 18 and 19). To verify an effect of AMT1;3, amt1;3-1 plants
expressing a 35S::AMT1;3 construct (Loqué et al., 2006) were assayed and
observed to completely restore wild-type levels of third-order lateral root density
(Figure 21A and 21B). Interestingly, cumulative

15N-ammonium

uptake was similar in

all lines (Figure 21C) supporting the notion that the lower third-order lateral root
density in amt1;3-1 was not related to impaired acquisition of ammonium-derived N.

Figure 20. Third-order lateral development in single AMT insertion lines.
(A) to (D) total third-order lateral root length, (E) to (H) third-order lateral root density of plants grown for 15 days
on vertically-split agar plates with a localized supply of 0.8 mM ammonium. (A) and (E) Col-gl and amt1;1-1
(Loqué et al., 2006); (B) and (F) Col-0 and amt1;2-1 (Yuan et al., 2007); (C) and (G) Ws-0 and amt1;3-1 (Loqué et
al., 2006); (D) and (H) Col-gl and amt2;1-1 (Yuan et al., 2007). Bars represent means (± SE) and different letters
denote significant differences at P < 0.05 (Student’s t-test); n = 12-20.
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Figure 21. Third-order lateral development in the 35S:AMT1;3-transformed amt1;3-1 insertion line.
(A) Total third-order lateral root length, (B) third-order lateral root density, and (C) 15N concentrations in shoot plus
root samples from

15N-labeled

ammonium supplied to the HN compartment. Ws-0, amt1;3-1 and 35S:AMT1;3

plants were grown for 15 days on vertically-split agar plates with a localized supply of 0.8 mM ammonium. Bars
represent means (± SE) and different letters denote significant differences at P < 0.05 (Tukey’s test); n = 12-20.

Since Ws-0 plants showed a slightly higher third-order lateral root formation
than other Arabidopsis accession lines (Figure 20), the role of AMT1;3 was assessed
in the Col-0 background employing the qko line with reconstituted expression of
AMT1;3 (qko+13) and compared against qko+11 expressing AMT1;1, which is the
only other AMT transporter showing an overlapping cell type-specific expression
pattern in roots and comparable biochemical transport properties (Loqué et al., 2006;
Yuan et al., 2007). Third-order lateral root length and third-order lateral root density of
qko+13 plants achieved wild-type levels, whereas qko+11 plants did not restore third76
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order lateral root formation (length and density) and remained at a similar level as
wild-type plants (Figure 22A, C). In contrast, there was no significant effect of either
AMT on average third-order lateral root length (Figure 22B). In agreement with their
similar ammonium uptake capacities as determined in short-term transport studies
and the same biomass production as wild-type plants on ammonium-based medium
(Yuan et al., 2007), qko+11 and qko+13 both accumulated ammonium-derived N to
the same extent (Figure 22D), clearly exceeding the

15N

accumulation by qko plants.

Thus, although both transporters conferred a similar ammonium uptake capacity only
AMT1;3, but not AMT1;1, was able to trigger third-order lateral root proliferation and
this action was independent of the genetic background. It was also verified whether
pruning of the primary root affects higher-order lateral root branching as it favors the
comparison of two more balanced root fractions (Remans et al., 2006). However,
similar results were obtained showing that AMT1;3 is able to restore third-order
lateral root formation (Table 4), indicating that primary root pruning had minimal
impact on higher-order lateral root branching.
It was tested whether the successful complementation of third-order lateral
root formation by AMT1;3 was caused by a higher mRNA expression level in the
split-root system. However, at harvest AMT1;3 expression levels were even lower in
the N-deficient root fraction and similar to those of AMT1;1 under local ammonium
supply (Figure 23A). To further consider changes in AMT gene expression during
third-order lateral root development, ammonium-supplied root fractions were
harvested in a time-course study from split plates. Interestingly, AMT1;1 transcript
levels steeply increased and peaked two days after transfer of plants to vertically-split
agar plates before decreasing again, whereas AMT1;3 transcript levels remained at a
constantly low level during the whole period of third-order lateral root formation
(Figure 23B). Thus, a higher gene expression level was unlikely to account for
AMT1;3-triggered third-order lateral root formation.
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Figure 22. Reconstituted expression of AMT1;3 but not of AMT1;1 restores third-order lateral development in
qko.
(A) Total third-order lateral root length, (B) average third-order lateral root length, (C) third-order lateral root
density and (D) 15N concentrations in whole plant (shoot+root) from 15N-labeled ammonium supplied to the high N
compartment. Wild-Type, qko (amt1;1, amt1;2, amt1;3, amt2;1), qko+11 (amt1;2, amt1;3, amt2;1) or qko+13
plants (amt1;1, amt1;2, amt2;1; Yuan et al., 2007) were grown for 15 days on vertically-split agar plates with a
localized supply of 0.8 mM ammonium. Bars represent means (± SE) and different letters denote significant
differences at P < 0.05 (Tukey’s test); n = 15-20.
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Figure 23. AMT1;1 and AMT1;3 are differently regulated under localized ammonium supply.
(A) Relative mRNA abundance of AMT1;1 and AMT1;3 in roots from the low N (LN) compartment or the high H
(HN) compartment supplemented with 0.8 mM ammonium. Wild-Type plants were grown on vertically-split agar
plates for 15 days. mRNA abundance was quantified by qRT-PCR relative to the constitutively expressed
polyubiquitin control gene (UBQ2) (B) Time-course of the AMT1;1 and AMT1;3 mRNA abundance on the HN
plate side during 15 days of lateral root exposure to localized ammonium supply. Bars represent means (± SE); n
= 3-4.

Recently, the C-terminus of AMT1;1 was shown to play a role in allosteric
regulation and functionality of a trimeric AMT complex (Loqué et al., 2007).
Presuming a similar role of the C-terminus in AMT1;3, it was introduced a T to D
amino acid substitution at position 471, which corresponds to a T460D substitution in
the AMT1;1 protein, where it mimics phosphorylation and leads to loss of functionality
in AMT1;1 (Loqué et al., 2007). Expression of this C-terminus variant in the qko
background led to a comparable low cumulative

15N-ammonium

uptake as in qko

(Figure 14A), indicating that the T471D substitution was inactive in planta. Thus, this
variant was suitable to investigate a functional coupling between ammonium
transport and lateral root branching in AMT1;3. The total third-order lateral length and
density in the C-terminally inactivated AMT1;3 variant did not significantly differ from
qko. By contrast, introduction of a T to D substitution at the same position to mimic a
non-phosphorylated state of the AMT1;3 C-terminus did not significantly decrease
third-order lateral root formation relative to wild-type plants and decreased
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ammonium uptake only by 15% (Figure 24B and 24C). Consequently, loss of
functional ammonium transport by C-terminal inactivation in AMT1;3 went along with
a loss of third-order lateral root formation.

Figure 24. C-terminal inactivation of AMT1;3 leads to loss of third-order lateral development.
(A) 15N concentrations in plants (shoot plus root samples) from 15N-labeled ammonium supplied to the high N
compartment, (B) Total third-order lateral root length,(C) third-order lateral root density. Wild-type, qko (amt1;1,
amt1;2, amt1;3, amt2;1), qko+13 TA plants (amt1;1, amt1;2, amt2;1; AMT1;3 T471A) and qko+13 TD plants
(amt1;1, amt1;2, amt2;1; AMT1;3 T471D) were grown for 15 days on vertically-split agar plates with a localized
supply of 0.8 mM ammonium. Bars represent means (± SE) and different letters denote significant differences at
P < 0.05 (Tukey’s test); n = 15-20.

In yeast the Mep2 protein has been assigned as ammonium sensor
responsible for pseudohyphal growth under N limitation conditions. By mutations in
the ammonium conducting pore and in the intracellular C-terminus of Mep2, it was
possible to uncouple ammonium signaling from ammonium transport in yeast
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(Rutherford et al, 2008). Since a trans-inactivation of AMT1;3 by mimicked
phosphorylation could not uncouple ammonium signaling for lateral growth from
ammonium transport (Figure 24), a site-direct mutagenesis was performed in AMT1;3
by targeting lining residues in pore region or introducing a stop-codon in the C-

terminus right after those amino acids that are essential for transporter regulation.
By growth complementation assays in yeast and modeling analysis, the amino acid
substitution D198N in AMT1;1 has been shown to cause a lack of ammonium
transport without changing the stability of the protein (Loqué et al., 2007). Moreover,
in AMT1;1 the C-terminal Y467 and Y469 residues are essential for the ammonium
transport function due to its interaction with the neighboring loop, whereas Y467 is a
conserved residue in AMT1 subfamily proteins being responsible for transinactivation of adjacent monomers in the trimeric AMT complex (Loqué et al., 2007).
By targeting the equivalent residues in the AMT1;3 protein, the pore mutation D202N
resulted in a non-functional transporter when expressed in yeast (Figure 25). The Cterminally truncated version Y471stop led to the absence of ammonium transport
probably due to trans-inactivation of the other transporters, comparable to the
situation in AMT1;1. In contrast to AMT1;1, the addition of a stop-codon at the
corresponding residue Y473 in AMT1;3 yielded to a functional transporter in yeast
(Figure 25). This observation suggested that the C-terminus of AMT1;3 most likely
possesses a differential regulation from that in AMT1;1.

Figure 25. Functional analysis of AMT1;3 mutations in yeast.
The triple mep yeast mutant (strain 31019b) and wild-type were transformed with the vectors pDR196-control,
pDR196-AMT1;3 D202N (pore mutation), pDR196-AMT1;3 Y471stop and pDR196-AMT1;3 Y473stop (C-terminal
mutations). The AMT1;3 was cloned in the pDR195 and the additional control was used (pDR195-control in the
bottom). The yeast transformants were selected in YNB medium supplemented with 1 mM argenine (Arg). From
the preculture yeast cells, 10 µL of cell suspensions were spotted in a serial dilution of one to fivefould on YNB
medium supplemented with 2% glucose and either 0.2, 2 mM ammonium chloride, 1 mM Arg or 100 mM MeA
(non-metabolizable substrate analog methylammonium). Yeast cells were incubated at 28 °C for 3 days. The
growth complementation assay was performed twice with similar results.
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To confirm these results in planta, the same AMT1;3 variants were expressed
in the qko background and a detailed investigation of their root morphology under
local ammonium supply was performed. Plants expressing the pore mutation AMT1;3
D202N were not able to form third-order lateral roots and had a

15N-ammonium

uptake capacity that was comparable to that in qko (Figure 26). Moreover, the
AMT1;3 variant Y471stop and the mutation Y473stop did not significantly differ from
qko with regard to total third-order lateral length and density and agreed with a
comparable cumulative uptake of

15N-ammonium

(Figure 26). So far, these results

indicate that a functional cytosolic C-terminus and functional ammonium transport by
AMT1;3 are essential for ammonium-triggered lateral root growth.
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wt
qko+AMT1;1
qko+AMT1;3
qko

Second-order
2.06 ±0.13n.s
2.12 ±0.12n.s
1.84 ±0.07n.s
2.21 ±0.34n.s

Third-order Second-order Third-order
0.47 ±0.03b 5.02 ±0.22a 2.83 ±0.36c
0.26 ±0.02a 6.21 ±0.49b 1.76 ±0.16ab
0.44 ±0.05b 5.33 ±0.30ab 2.50 ±0.19bc
0.15 ±0.02a 4.24 ±0.38a 1.02 ±0.11a

HN plate side
Total lateral root length
Lateral root density
(cm.cm-1 LR)
(number.cm-1 LR)
Second-order
1.84 ±0.18n.s
1.51 ±0.12n.s
1.43 ±0.10n.s
1.55 ±0.24n.s

Third-order
0.11 ±0.05n.s
0.09 ±0.03n.s
0.05 ±0.02n.s
0.02 ±0.01n.s

Second-order
2.39 ±0.17n.s
2.33 ±0.12n.s
2.32 ±0.10n.s
2.81 ±0.15n.s

Third-order
0.35 ±0.07n.s
0.28 ±0.08n.s
0.20 ±0.05n.s
0.17 ±0.02n.s

LN plate side
Total lateral root length
Lateral root density
(cm.cm-1 LR)
(number.cm-1 LR)

Table 4. Reconstituted expression of AMT1;3 restores third-order lateral development in qko also when primary roots are pruned. Total second- and
third-order lateral root length and density on the ammonium-supplied side (HN, high N) and on the N-deficient side (LN, low N). Wildtype (Col-0), qko
(amt1;1, amt1;2, amt1;3, amt2;1), qko+11 (amt1;2, amt1;3, amt2;1) or qko+13 plants (amt1;1, amt1;2, amt2;1; Yuan et al., 2007) were grown for 15
days on vertically-split agar plates with a localized supply of 0.8 mM ammonium. Values represent means (± SE) and different letters denote significant
differences P < 0.05 (Tukey’s test); n = 15-20.
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Figure 26. Reconstituted expression of AMT1;3 but not of AMT1;1 restores third-order lateral development in
qko.
(A) Total third-order lateral root length, (B) average third-order lateral root length, (C) third-order lateral root
density and (D) 15N concentrations in whole plant (shoot+root) from 15N-labeled ammonium supplied to the high N
compartment. Wildt-ype, qko (amt1;1, amt1;2, amt1;3, amt2;1), qko+13 D202N plants (amt1;1, amt1;2, amt2;1;
AMT1;3 D202N), qko+13 Y471stop (amt1;1, amt1;2, amt2;1; AMT1;3 Y471stop), qko+13 Y473stop (amt1;1,
amt1;2, amt2;1; AMT1;3 Y473stop) and qko plants were grown for 15 days on vertically-split agar plates with a
localized supply of 0.8 mM ammonium. Bars represent means (± SE) and different letters denote significant
differences at P < 0.05 (Tukey’s test); with n = 8-10 for root growth measurements and n=12-15 for cumulative 15N
concentrations.

4.3.6.

Ammonium promotes lateral root initiation to local auxin
signalling

The synthetic DR5::GUS reporter has been described as a suitable marker for
auxin accumulation in early lateral root primordia, where an internal auxin pulse in
pericycle cells triggers their conversion into founder cells (Dubrovsky et al., 2008;
Péret et al, 2009). In agreement with previous studies using auxin reporters (Péret et
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al, 2009) or mapping the auxin distribution at high-resolution in the root apex
(Pettersson et al., 2009) DR5::GUS expression was localized first at the level of the
pericycle and then in apical cells of the newly formed lateral root primordium.
Interestingly, the activity of the auxin reporter was much stronger under local supply
of ammonium than under nitrate in second- (Figure 27A and 27C) and third-order
laterals at any stage before lateral root emergence (Figure 27B and 27D). According
to the DR5:GUS reporter, ammonium represents a potent trigger for lateral root
initiation through an auxin signal that primes pericycle founder cells or acting on
lateral root initiation process (Casimiro et al., 2001, Dubrovsky et al., 2008, Péret et
al, 2009). In order confirm this results, auxin concentration was measured in
Arabidopsis wild-type and qko mutant grown in split-agar plates treated by
ammonium or nitrate. The wild-type roots showed a comparable auxin concentration
when grown either in ammonium or nitrate on HN plate side (Figure 27E). In contrast,
the reminiscent root system grown on N-free plate side (LN) presented four-fold
increasing auxin concentration when ammonium was supply to the HN compared to
nitrate (Figure 27E). Hence, the root morphological changes observed on HN plate
side treated by ammonium or nitrate is not caused by IAA abundance in the root, but
might result from altered IAA distribution in root cells (tissues) that regulate lateral
root development. Interestingly, in either plate side (HN and LN) the qko mutant roots
have a similar auxin concentration to wild-type roots grown on local supply of nitrate.
However, qko roots presented higher auxin concentration in the HN-ammonium
treated plate side and resembles the wild-type auxin concentrations in the LN
compartment (Figure 27E). All together, this results indicated that a local AMTdependent transport or signalling is required to maintain a lower auxin-levels when
ammonium, but not nitrate, is present. Taking into account the stronger activity of
DR5 promoter under local ammonium supply, it is possible to speculate that an AMTmediated ammonium signalling likely affect auxin transport/signalling-components. In
order to verify this hypothesis, the DR5:GFP reporter was introduced into qko mutant
background. In the second-order lateral root tip, qko mutant displayed a higher DR5
promoter activity when compared to wild-type DR5::GFP lines, which becomes more
evident when an auxin transport-inhibitor 1-N-naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA) was
added to the HN plate side (Figure 27F). In ammonium-induced third-order lateral
roots of wiltdtype plants, the auxin reporter was expressed in the vascular system at
the site of pre-emerged lateral roots and in the newly formed meristem of the lateral
root primordium (Figure 27F). In the lateral root emerging-primordia of qko, however,
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expression of the auxin reporter was weaker and the typical pattern of auxin
distribution into the lateral root primordium was absent (Figure 27F). This data
confirmed that auxin transport (or signalling) is disturbed in the qko mutant and that a
local ammonium supply into the root most likely changed auxin distribution in an
AMT-dependent signalling. Considering that NPA treatment is still able to cause IAA
increases in the apical root meristem in qko developed lateral roots and that NPA
blocks basipetal auxin transport (Casimiro et al., 2001) it can be speculated that the
qko seems to be affected in auxin transport from the shoot, although, a detail
investigation is needed.
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Figure 27. Auxin distribution is altered under localized ammonium supply.
The expression of the auxin reporter DR5::GUS in wild-type under ammonium-supplied second- (A) and third- (B)
order lateral root or nitrate-supplied second-(C) and third (D) order laterals after 12 days of exposition on HN plate
side. Local auxin content (E) in roots on HN (ammonium or nitrate-treated roots), LN (without N supply) and shoot
from wild-type and qko mutant. Bars represent means (± SE) and different letters denote significant differences at
P < 0.05 (Tukey’s test); n = 3-4. Auxin reporter DR5::GFP in wild-type and qko background (F) under localized
ammonium supply (0.8 mM N) or ammonium plus 1 µM NPA (1-naphthylphthalamic acid) treated-roots. The
pictures of second- and third-order lateral roots are representative in two different experiments (n=6-10).
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4.4.

Discussion

4.4.1.

A complementary role for ammonium and nitrate in lateral root
development

The present study shows that not only nitrate but also ammonium is a locally
sensed nitrogen form that regulates lateral root development. Under nitrogendeficient growth conditions local ammonium supply enhanced lateral root formation in
particular via a higher density of first- and higher-order lateral roots (Figures 11, 15
and table 3) and thereby provoked a highly branched phenotype in lateral root
architecture (Figure 15B). This phenotype is in agreement with the bushy
appearance of lateral roots of barley grown within a horizontal zone that was supplied
locally with ammonium (Drew, 1975). Ammonium-triggered lateral root branching
became more apparent on vertically-split than on horizontally-split agar plates (Figure
15D to 15F versus Figure 11I and 11J) and expressed in a much smaller increase in
total or average lateral root length than nitrate (Figure 11C and 11D; Figure 12C and
12D), which might explain why the stimulating effect of ammonium has remained
uncovered in previous studies (Zhang et al., 1999). Based on these and previous
results (Zhang and Forde, 1998; Remans et al., 2006) it is propose an opposite
action of ammonium and nitrate on lateral root development. In contrast to nitrate,
which mainly supports the elongation of lateral roots (Zhang et al., 1999; Remans et
al., 2006), localized ammonium supply poorly stimulates lateral root elongation
(Figures 11 and 15, Table 3). As is evident by a CYCB1:GUS reporter line,
ammonium particularly increased the number of pre-emerged lateral root initials, thus
primarily triggering the initiation rather than the emergence of lateral roots (Figure
14). This corroborates the recent finding that different nitrogen signals predominantly
regulate lateral root establishment versus elongation (Gifford et al., 2008). With
regard to the stimulation of lateral root initiation, the reduced nitrogen source
glutamine could not substitute for ammonium (Figures 12, 13 and 14). Replacing part
of the nitrate nutrition by ammonium strongly enhanced lateral root number and
length not only beyond the level of nitrate- but also of ammonium-supplied plants
(Table 3), emphasizing that ammonium and nitrate shape lateral root structure in a
complementary manner. In ecological terms, this complementary regulation might
reflect an adaptation of lateral root development to the different mobility of these
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nitrogen forms in soils. While in most soils ammonium is highly adsorbed to
negatively charged residues in the soil matrix (Miller et al., 2007), where a highly
branched root system can efficiently cut diffusion distances of ammonium to the root
surface, nitrate is highly mobile and may be better exploited with far-reaching lateral
roots. Since ammonium is the substrate for nitrification and nitrate does not occur as
an exclusive nitrogen source in soils (Miller et al., 2007), a minimum of lateral root
branching is always assured even at low ammonium levels.
Several lines of evidence indicated that ammonium-triggered lateral root
branching cannot be simply explained by a nutritional effect but is based on a
sensing event: i) while glutamine itself poorly stimulated third-order lateral root
branching, co-supply of glutamine and ammonium decreased ammonium-triggered
lateral root branching, even though cumulative uptake of

15N-labeled

ammonium was

not significantly affected (Figure 13 and Figure 16); ii) millimolar ammonium supplies
to the ammonium uptake-defective line qko could not restore wild-type levels of thirdorder lateral root formation (Figure 19), although cumulative ammonium uptake was
sufficient to allow for third-order lateral root formation in wild-type; and iii) in
transgenic lines with deregulated AMT gene expression third-order lateral root
formation did not correlate with the cumulative uptake of

15N-labeled

ammonium

(Figures 20 and 21). Thus, ammonium appears to act as an external morphological
trigger that is locally sensed by plant roots. In vertically-split agar plates, ammonium
addition to the main root system (LN root fraction) suppressed third-order lateral root
formation on the HN side (Figure 15E and 15F) and caused a higher N nutritional
status in the LN root fraction and the shoot (Figure 15H and 15I), indicating that
ammonium-mediated lateral root formation was subject to systemic repression.
Likewise, glutamine supply to the main root system effectively repressed ammoniumdependent lateral root branching (Figure 17). In agreement with the study by Gifford
et al. (2008) showing that glutamine/glutamate is a dominant signal repressing
nitrate-responsive lateral root emergence, it is propose that glutamine might also act
as a metabolic repressor for the systemic down-regulation of ammonium-triggered
lateral root initiation.
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4.4.2.

The possible function of AMT1;3 in ammonium-triggered lateral
root development

An almost complete loss of higher-order lateral root branching in qko (Figure
18) and the failure to restore lateral root formation by millimolar supplies of external
ammonium (Figure 19) indicated that one or several of the four defective AMT
transporters in Arabidopsis roots should be involved in ammonium sensing.
Therefore, it was monitored third-order lateral root formation in single amt insertion
lines and found only the amt1;3-1 mutant had a significant decrease in lateral root
density (Figure 20). This decrease was fully reversed by expression of AMT1;3 in the
amt1;3-1 background without significantly affecting the cumulative uptake of

15N-

labeled ammonium (Figure 21), indicating that the amount of ammonium-N
accumulating via AMT1;3 in roots is not of primary relevance for the recovery of thirdorder lateral root formation. However, in absolute numbers the third-order lateral root
density in amt1;3-1 was not as low as in qko (Figure 18 and 20) suggesting that their
different genetic background might account for this difference or that other AMTs
might also contribute to ammonium-stimulated lateral root branching. To rule out
possible effects of the different genetic background in amt1;3-1 and qko, qko lines
with reconstituted expression of AMT1;1 or AMT1;3 were directly compared against
qko. Although reconstituted expression of either AMT1 yielded the same cumulative
uptake of ammonium-15N as wild-type plants (Figure 22D), which met the observation
that both reconstituted lines achieved the same short-term uptake capacity or
biomass when grown on ammonium as a sole nitrogen source (Yuan et al., 2007),
only qko+13 lines but not qko+11 lines developed third-order lateral roots with the
same length and density as wild-type plants (Figure 22A and 22C; Table 4). It was
therefore highly unlikely that quantitative differences in the ammonium transport
capacity or in the N nutritional status of AMT1;1- or AMT1;3-reconstituted lines
accounted for the stimulated lateral root branching in the presence of AMT1;3. Since
average third-order lateral root length remained unchanged (Figure 22B), AMT1;3 did
not promote the elongation of third-order laterals. Furthermore, differences in cell
type-specific expression are not expected to account for a functional role of AMT1;3
in lateral root development as the promoter activity of both AMT1;1 and AMT1;3 is
mainly localized in the root tips as well as in rhizodermal and cortical cells of Ndeficient roots, while only AMT1;1 shows additional expression in the stele (Loqué et
al., 2006), This agreed with the observation that 35S-driven expression of AMT1;3 in
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amt1;3-1 also conferred lateral root branching (Figure 21). Comparing mRNA levels
of AMT1;1 and AMT1;3 in roots yielded neither for ammonium-supplied nor for Ndeficient root fractions higher AMT1;3 transcript levels than AMT1;1 (Figure 23A and
23B). In fact, ammonium-supplemented roots even showed a transient increase only
of AMT1;1 mRNA levels, which suggests a more sensitive responsiveness of AMT1;1
to the local availability of ammonium and is supported by previous observations of a
local ammonium induction of AMT1;1 in split-root hydroponics (Gansel et al., 2001).
Taken together, all these observations pointed to a sensing function of the AMT1;3
protein for higher-order lateral root branching that could not be fulfilled by AMT1;1.
Considering the inability of nrt1;1 mutant plants to proliferate lateral root
growth into nitrate-rich patches and the functional involvement of NRT1;1 in ANR1dependent nitrate signaling, the dual-affinity nitrate transporter NRT1;1/CHL1 has
been characterized as a nitrate sensor or as a facilitator of nitrate influx into nitratesensing cells (Remans et al., 2006). More recently, a nitrate sensing function of
NRT1;1 was corroborated, as substrate-induced gene expression of the high-affinity
nitrate transporter NRT2;1 was also found to depend on NRT1;1 (Ho et al., 2009). In
this case, manipulating a phosphorylation switch allowed uncoupling nitrate transport
from sensing. Therefore, it was investigated whether in AMT1;3 ammonium transport
can be uncoupled from lateral root branching using a nonfunctional version of
AMT1;3 that lost ammonium transport activity due to a T471D substitution mimicking
phosphorylation in the C-terminus (Figure 24A). The T471D version of AMT1;3 did
not confer third-order lateral root development, while a T471A substitution did (Figure
24B and 24C). Thus, C-terminal inactivation of ammonium transport remained
coupled with the function of AMT1;3 in stimulating lateral root branching. A tight
coupling of the dual function in substrate transport and sensing has also been found
for the ammonium transporter Mep2 in yeast, where the analysis of transportproficient/signaling-defective versus transport-defective/signaling-defective alleles
indicated that transport is necessary but not sufficient to sense ammonium
(Rutherford et al., 2008) thereby supporting the tight coupling between transport and
sensor functions in Mep2 (Boeckstaens et al., 2007). Since AMT1;1 could not take
over a similar function despite its comparable biochemical properties and even higher
expression in the root tissue (Figure 22 and 23), it is unlikely that AMT1;3 just acts as
a facilitator for ammonium influx into ammonium-sensing root cells. In addition, the
targeted mutation in the conducting pore of AMT1;3 protein showed that ammonium
is needed to be transported through the core of the channel and an active C-terminus
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is insufficient to signalize for ammonium-triggered root morphology. The truncated
version of AMT1;3 in the cytosolic C-terminal displayed distinguished transporter
functions in yeast and in plants. While AMT1;3 Y473stop was able to transport
ammonium in yeast, the same mutation yielded in an inactive protein for
ammonium transport and third-order lateral root formation under ammonium supply in
plants (Figure 25 and Figure 26). Thus, it is likely that when ammonium is
transported through the pore, conformational changes occur in the protein which
might trigger a signaling event dependent on AMT1;3 C-terminal. This assumption is
in agreement with the recent observation that only external ammonium conferred Cterminal phosphorylation of AMT1;1, a process that could not be mimicked by an
accumulation of ammonium inside the root (Lanquar et al., 2009). In analogy with the
model proposed for AMT1;1, AMT1;3 might act as a transceptor, coupling a
morphological signaling function with the physical process of ammonium transport as
has been proposed for Mep2 in yeast (Lorenz and Heitman, 1998; Boeckstaens et
al., 2007; Rutherford et al., 2008). In the case of nitrate-induced lateral root
formation, two microRNA-dependent regulatory modules have been identified. While
the miRNA167/ARF8 module regulates the ratio between initiating and emerging
lateral roots by inserting nitrogen responses at the level of auxin signaling (Gifford et
al., 2008), the miRNA393/AFB3 regulatory module confers nitrate regulation of an
auxin receptor to regulate primary and lateral root growth by modifying auxin
perception in roots cultured under high nitrate supplies (Vidal et al., 2010). The study
presented here indicates the complementary action of ammonium and nitrate in
lateral root development, and raises the question whether the sensing machinery for
ammonium employs similar regulatory modules as those suggested for nitrate
sensing. Furthermore, an AMT-dependent signaling might be required to a proper
auxin distribution in the roots when ammonium is present (Figure 27), which
suggests a transceptor mechanism is involved in ammonium-triggered root
morphology.
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5. General discussion
5.1.

Environmental factors and responses in the root system

As nutrient availability becomes scarce, e.g. under an uneven nutrient
distribution in the rooting zone or changes in soil chemistry, aeration, density,
microbial activity, or the distribution of water, an adaptation of the root architecture
becomes highly important for a plant’s survival (Robinson, 1994). Changes in the root
architecture may become apparent under particularly challenging growth conditions,
such as low nutrient availability (Narang et al., 2000), but also in the case of drought
stress in rice or maize, a deep and highly branched root system has been found to
correlate with drought tolerance (Toorchi et al., 2002; Trachsel et al., 2009). Thus, a
rapidly responding and well adapted root system represents a morphological trait that
can confer an important advantage for a plant. The importance of a high
morphological plasticity of the root system has been indicated in a competition
experiment with different grass species, whereby one species adapted its root
morphology to nitrate-enriched soil patches and efficiently acquired N, while other
species grew poorly without showing a similar morphological response (Hodge et al.,
2000; Robinson, 2001). Furthermore, P-efficient bean varieties, which were able to
allocate the main root deeply into the soil and retain shallow roots under P-limited
conditions had an elevated P efficiency (Nielsen et al., 2001). Therefore, root
plasticity represents a highly important morphological mechanism for plants to adapt
to environmental fluctuations.
The amount, form and type of nutrient supply are major factors that influence
root plasticity. The classical work from Drew (1975) has shown that in particular
lateral root growth is strongly modulated upon localized nutrient supply, leading to an
intense lateral root proliferation under localized nitrate and phosphate but not under
localized potassium supply in barley. On the other hand, localized ammonium supply
promoted the formation of a short and dense lateral root system. More recently,
Arabidopsis roots have been shown to respond differently to localized nitrate and
phosphate supply. While nitrate had no effect on primary root growth, elevated local
phosphate supplies inhibited primary root elongation (Linkohr et al., 2002). In
addition, lateral root density remained constant across a broad range of phosphate
concentrations, whereas an increased lateral root density was observed under nitrate
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(Linkohr et al., 2002). These two studies indicated that i) the root system architecture
is altered according to the type of nutrient being restricted in availability, and ii)
changes in the root architecture might display at different levels of the root system,
the primary root or the lateral roots, and thereby interfere with lateral root
development at different developmental stages; these are lateral root initiation,
emergence or elongation (Malamy, 2005). Against this background, the present
thesis aimed at comparing changes in the root system architecture between localized
nitrate and ammonium supply and at investigating whether localized Fe supply
provokes comparable changes.
Primary root growth
The primary root growth is subjected to nutrient variation in soil. Under high
ammonium concentrations the primary root length is steeply affected (Cao et al.,
1993; Figure 12). In chapter 4, when Arabidopsis seedlings were transfered to
separated agar plates (SAP, Zhang et al., 1999) containing high concentrations of
local ammonium supply (> 5 mM), the primary root length was inhibited, however,
high nitrate concentrations did not affect primary root growth (Figure 12M and 12N).
The ammonium root growth-inhibition cannot be alleviated by nitrate, but increasing
potassium (K+) concentrations or mutations related to auxin transport (aux1) can
rescue the primary root growth (Cao et al., 1993). Increased external potassium
concentrations were shown to alleviate ammonium toxicity in plants probably due to
its interference on ammonium uptake under low-affinity range (Spalding et al., 1999;
Szczerba et al., 2008). Although it remains unclear, the AKT1 channel, an inwardrectifying K+ channel, is a strong candidate to be involved in low-affinity ammonium
uptake (Spalding et al., 1999). Most importantly, ammonium inhibits primary root
growth of akt1 mutant seedlings by inhibiting K+ permeability, which suggest that the
ammonium primary root growth-inhibition is independent of AKT1 channel (Spalding
et al., 1999).
Although under SAP growth conditions presented here and previously
described in Walch-Liu and Forde (2008) could not show a nitrate effect on primary
root growth, in a recent report, an increased availability of nitrate in the hydroponic
growth-conditions has been shown to affect the primary root length (Vidal et al.,
2010). When wild-type Arabidopsis roots were subjected to high concentrations of
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nitrate (> 5 mM), the primary root presented a growth inhibition when compared to
KCl-treated plants (Vidal et al., 2010). The underlying mechanism for nitrate-triggered
primary growth inhibition was shown to be dependent on the mirRNA393, which was
induced only in root tissues after 2 h of nitrate treatment (Vidal et al., 2010).
According to previous publications, the mirRNA393 targets the transcripts for the
auxin receptors (TIR1, ABF1, AFB2 and AFB3) and the basic-loop-helix transcript
factor (bHLH77), however, only AFB3 transcripts are induced to nitrate treatment.
This pattern of expression was comparable to the nitrate-reductase (NR) double
mutant in Arabidopsis, suggesting that this mechanism is controlled by nitrate and not
other reduced N forms (Vidal et al., 2010). Moreover, the fact that the overexpression
of microRNA393 or afb3-1 mutant lines displayed insensitive to the nitrate-inhibition
of primary root elongation and the AFB3 is localized in the primary root tip,
demonstrates that the auxin receptor AFB3 is involved in the nitrate-signaling
controlling primary root growth (Vidal et al., 2010).
Apart from the two major inorganic N forms, the organic N form L-glutamate
has an impact on primary root growth. Arabidopsis primary root is inhibited in the
presence of low concentrations of L-glutamate (0.05-0.5 mM). Other amino acids
such as glutamine (Gln), acid aspartate, gama-aminobutyric acid and D-glutamate
had no effect on primary root growth (Walch-Liu et al., 2006). This response was
shown to be independent from N metabolism since the simultaneous supply of
increased glutamine concentrations had no effect on inhibition of primary root growth
by L-glutamate. Furthermore, when the remaining root system was exposed to 0.05
mM of L-glutamate (Glu) but the primary root tip was in contact with glutamate-free
medium in splitted agar plates, the primary root growth was not affected (Walch-Liu
et al., 2006). Therefore, L-glutamate is likely to be sensed specifically in the primary
root tip (Walch-Liu et al., 2006). Interestingly, the presence of the inorganic N form
nitrate seems to antagonizes the Glu inhibition effect on primary root (Walch-Liu and
Forde, 2008). According to

15N-Glu

measurements on plates, nitrate has no effect on

Glu uptake in the root tip but the additional of Gln impaired the Glu uptake (Walch-Liu
and Forde, 2008). Since nitrate alleviates the primary root growth inhibition in the
presence of Glu however Gln does not, it is likely that nitrate interacts with Glusignaling rather than to affect its uptake (Walch-Liu and Forde, 2008). In agreement
with that, the nrt1;1 (chl1-5) mutant is insensitive to nitrate rescue of primary root
growth under Glu supply (Walch-Liu and Forde, 2008). Moreover, a nitrate-sensing
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mechanism through NRT1;1 C-terminus was shown to be required for antagonizing
the Glu signaling on primary root growth inhibition although the precise mechanism
remains unclear.
In addition to N forms, Fe toxicity causes inhibition of primary root growth
(Figure 1I and Ward et al., 2008). However, this root growth phenotype is caused by
a lower phosphate (P) availability in the meristem zone, which leads to a meristem
exhaustion (Sanchez-Calderon et al., 2005; Ward et al., 2008). Notable, the primary
root growth-inhibition was only observed when Fe was supplied homogeneously but
not localized under SAP plates conditions presented here (Figure 1I). Thus, Fetoxicity causes a P-limitation in the primary root tip which turns to a lower meristem
activity (Ward et al., 2008). Recently, it has been shown that the P5-type ATPase
(PDR2) is required for maintenance of stem-cells in the meristem during Pi-limiting
conditions by controlling post-transcriptionally the nuclear SCR (SCARECROWN)
protein (Ticconi et al., 2009). The PDR2 co-localizes with LPR1 (LOW PHOSPHATE
ROOT1), a multicopper oxidase gene, in the ER adjusting the meristem activity to
external concentrations of P (Svistoonoff et al, 2007; Ticconi et al., 2009). The pdr2
mutant displayed short primary root growth independently of Fe concentrations
supplied (Ticconi et al., 2009). However, a chelation of an excess of Fe under Plimited medium could rescue the pdr2 mutant phenotype which indicates that PDR2
and LPR1 are under regulation of P-signaling and Fe-homeostases to control the
meristem activity (Ticconi et al., 2009).
Lateral root initiation
Although earlier investigations could not find any lateral root response of
Arabidopsis to localized ammonium supply (Zhang et al. 1999), the present
investigation demonstrated that localized ammonium supply has indeed a
pronounced effect on lateral root development, in particular on lateral root initiation.
When 15 mm of the primary root axis were exposed to ammonium supply, the
number and density of lateral roots was strongly stimulated, even to a larger extent
than under localized nitrate (Figure 11I and 11J). Employing vertically-split agar
plates showed that local ammonium supply also increased second- and third-order
lateral root formation, whereas third-order lateral root formation was almost absent in
nitrate-grown plants. Thus, the stimulatory effect of ammonium displayed at all orders
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of lateral roots, indicating that ammonium generally stimulates higher-order lateral
root branching (Figure 14). Notably, this ammonium effect was also apparent when
plants were additionally supplied with nitrate (Table 3), showing that the ammoniuminduced stimulation of lateral root branching was not dominated or even overruled by
the signaling action of nitrate.
In the context of root development, an increase in lateral root density results
from an enhanced initiation of lateral roots. Lateral root initiation takes place in root
pericycle cells and is a process dependent on auxin signaling (Fukaki et al., 2002;
Dubrovsky et al., 2008). This could be supported here by using the DR5-based auxin
reporter which indicated elevated auxin levels or enhanced auxin sensitivity in
second- and third-order lateral root tips that were locally treated with ammonium
(Figure 27A and 27D). In this case, ammonium-triggered auxin signaling was most
likely only a locally defined effect, because the auxin measurement in wild-type roots
showed that ammonium did not increase auxin concentrations in the whole root
system (Figure 27E). This suggested that, relative to nitrate, auxin biosynthesis is not
generally enhanced in roots under local ammonium supply. On the other hand, local
ammonium supply in roots of qko DR5::GFP reporter lines showed a greater auxin
accumulation in second-order lateral roots but not in third-order laterals indicating a
perturbed auxin distribution along the root (Figure 27F). In line with that, higher auxin
concentrations were measured in qko roots grown under local ammonium supply,
relative to nitrate (Figure 27E). These observations indicated that an AMT-dependent
signaling process is required for a proper auxin distribution in ammonium-treated
roots. The auxin distribution during lateral root initiation depends on a coordinated
expression of AUX1, PIN and PGP proteins regulating the auxin flows to form a polar
gradient required for the initiation of lateral roots (Titapiwatanakun and Murphy,
2009). It would now be interesting to further investigate the expression and
localization of auxin-related transporters in qko and re-complemented qko lines to
find out whether these auxin transporters are regulated in an AMT-dependent
manner.
Among the four root-expressed AMTs tested in the present work, AMT1;3
turned out as the most promising candidate to be involved in ammonium-triggered
auxin signaling (Figures 20, 21 and 22). A functional AMT1;3 was required to trigger
ammonium-dependent lateral branching, since a pore mutation or C-terminal
mutations in the AMT1;3 protein led to loss of functionality and, at the same time, did
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not restore third-order lateral root formation. This indicates that conformational
changes in the AMT1;3 protein and a functional C terminus are required to stimulate
lateral root initiation (Figure 26). Whether AMT1;3 directly affects auxin signaling
might be verified in transgenic lines expressing a DR5 auxin reporter in qko+1;3 and
subsequent incubation on separated agar plates with localized ammonium supply.
Plants under sulphate deficiency also show an increased number of lateral
roots (Kutz et al., 2002). Although it is not yet clear whether sulfate deficiency
stimulates lateral root initiation or emergence, the S deficiency-specific activation of
NIT3 (NITRILASE3) promoter activity suggested a direct role of auxin, since the NIT3
gene product is directly involved in one of the auxin biosynthetic pathways (Kutz et
al., 2002). In agreement with this, S-starved roots increased the conversion of
indole-3-acetonitrile to indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) upon induction of NIT3. Considering
the high IAA biosynthesis occurring in the root apex (Petersson et al., 2009) as well
the localization of NIT3 expression in the root tip (Kutz et al., 2002), it is most likely
that the increased auxin level in the primary root tip favors lateral root initiation under
S-deprivation. In this regard, S deficiency most likely activate the initiation rather than
the emergence of lateral roots. On the other hand, transcriptome analysis of Sdepleted Arabidopsis root revealed an upregulation of the auxin-responsive IAA18
gene (Nikiforova et al., 2003). Another recent report described that IAA18 negatively
regulates lateral root formation by modulating ARF7 and ARF19 activities (Uehara et
al., 2008). Since ARF7 and ARF19 also participate in lateral root emergence by
activation of LAX3 (Swarup et al., 2008), it is currently difficult to differentiate more
precisely which auxin signaling pathway is activated under S deficiency.
Potassium (K)-starved plants displayed an arrested lateral root initiation. This
root morphology was shown to be dependent on MYB77 transcription factor (TF) that
interacts through the C-terminus with ARF7 controlling the lateral initiation response
upon K+ limitation (Shin et al., 2007). The ARF7 is a positive regulator of auxinsignaling during lateral root initiation (Fukaki et al., 2007). However, the interaction of
MYB77 and ARF7 negatively modulates the lateral initiation under K+ limitation (Shin
et al., 2007).
Plants under Pi-deficiency present a growth inhibition in the primary root and
an increase in density and length of the laterals (López-Bucio et al., 2003). The
increase of lateral root formation is caused by a high auxin-sensitivity of pericycle
founder cells (Perez-Torres et al., 2008). Indeed, roots grown on low-Pi availability
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have a great sensitivity to exogenous auxin application which was supported by an
enhanced expression of TIR1 auxin-receptor in the primary root tip and pericycle
founder cells (Perez-Torres et al., 2008). The fact that, P-deficiency seedlings
decreased meristem activity, thus, causing an inhibition of primary root growth could
trigger the lateral initiation process was nicely tested by the authors. The mutant
insensitive to the Pi-dependent primary root morphology (lp3) was analyzed for
lateral initiation under P-deprivation. The mutant lp3 showed a comparable increase
in lateral root initiation to wild-type plants indicating that the arrested primary root
growth under P-deficiency is independent of the lateral root initiation (Perez-Torres et
al., 2008).
The carbon status of the root also appears to determine the extent of lateral
root initiation. Using nitrate as a nitrogen source, it has been demonstrated that high
C:N ratios completely inhibit lateral root initiation (Little et al., 2005). Under these
conditions, Arabidopsis mutants were screened, and the isolated mutant lin1 (lateral
root inhibited1) was shown to produce lateral roots even under high sucrose:nitrogen
ratios, although these were repressive in wild-type plants (Little et al., 2005). The lin1
mutant turned out to carry a point mutation in the coding sequence of NRT2;1 which
encodes a high-affinity nitrate transporter (Little et al., 2005). Notably, even the
reduced nitrate uptake of lin1 could not explain the de-repressed lateral root initiation
under high C:N ratios. This observation led the authors to conclude that NRT2;1
behaves as a nitrate sensor. In a subsequent detailed investigation that took nitrate
uptake into account, the nrt2;1 mutant showed a reduced number of lateral root
initials compared to the wild-type after transfer from high to low nitrate
concentrations, which at least partially contradicted the previous report (Remans et
al., 2006a). The authors argued that the high sucrose supply could have caused this
contradiction and/or nitrate might have affected other stages of lateral root
development (Remans et al., 2006a). Even though, the role of NRT2;1 nitrate
transporter on lateral root primordia could be confirmed (Remans et al., 2006a).
Nitrate is also able to stimulate lateral initiation/emergence in auxin-dependent
signaling pathway. Roots exposed to high nitrate concentrations (> 5 mM) have an
enhanced AFB3 expression in the pericycle cells which leads to an increased lateral
density (Vidal et al., 2010). The AFB3 auxin receptor is part of SCRTIR1/AFB3 ubiquitin
ligase protein complex involved in Aux/IAA degradation pathway (Dharmasiri et al.,
2005a and 2005b). Thus, AFB3 has a dual function controlling nitrate-dependent root
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morphology, whereby AFB3/miR393 regulatory mechanism is active during primary
root growth and lateral root initiation under high nitrate availability (Vidal et al., 2010).
Lateral root emergence
Effects of local nutrient supply on lateral root emergence have been
insufficiently reported. Most of the previous reports described the formation of lateral
roots from a developmental and genetically-determined perspective, without
focussing on post-initiation phenomena (Péret et al., 2009a). The data presented in
chapter 4 showed that a local Fe supply to Arabidopsis roots stimulates in particular
the emergence of lateral roots. This result was brought about by assessing CYCB1
marker lines which allowed to trace lateral root initials during their early stages of
development (Malamy and Benfey, 1997). When the primary root was subjected to a
wide range of Fe concentrations supplied either homogeneously or heterogeneously,
lateral root number did not differ (Figure 1F). However, as soon as the primary root
tip touched the Fe-deficient bottom plate segment, the number of emerging laterals
increased significantly only in the middle plate segment where Fe was supplied
(Figure 3B). This observation suggested the existence of an Fe sensing mechanism
in the primary root tip, where Fe deficiency may release a signal to quickly develop
those lateral roots that had already been initiated. This phenomenon is likely to be
under control of ethylene-auxin interactions. According to a previous report, the
treatment of Arabidopsis roots with the ethylene precursor 1-aminocyclopropane-1carboxylic acid (ACC) causes an inhibition of lateral initiation, although it promotes
the emergence of laterals (Ivanchenko et al., 2008). It is known that ethylene can
stimulate auxin biosynthesis via WEI2 and WEI7 (WEAK ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE)
genes that are involved in Trp-dependent auxin biosynthesis (Stepanova et al.,
2005). A double mutant in these genes displayed lower sensitivity to a high
application of ACC, thus the ethylene effect on lateral root formation required the
action of auxin through the WEI2 and WEI7 proteins (Ivanchenko et al., 2008).
Considering that Fe deficiency triggers the biosynthesis of ethylene in roots, which
induces Fe deficiency-responsive genes (Romera and Alcantara, 1994), an ethylenedependent auxin signaling might be required for lateral root emergence under
localized Fe supply. This regulatory pathway certainly deserves further attention to
unravel critical components in Fe-dependent changes of the root system architecture.
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Another example of a nutrient affecting lateral root emergence comes from the
N-repressive signaling pathway. Recently, the microRNA167a/b was found to be
antagonistically regulated with ARF8 (AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR8) during lateral
root emergence (Gifford et al., 2008). ARF8 was shown to be subjected to a dual
regulation. While nitrate application stimulated its expression, increasing
concentrations of glutamine, as derived from nitrate reduction and assimilation,
downregulated the expression of ARF8 in pericycle cells and in the lateral root cap
(Gifford et al., 2008). This case indicates that N signaling via organic N-compounds
might be dominant over nitrate signaling in order to repress nitrate-responsive lateral
root emergence (Gifford et al., 2008).
Lateral root elongation
The most evident effect of a nutrient stimulating lateral root elongation was
reported by local application of nitrate in barley roots (Drew, 1975). In addition, when
Arabidopsis roots were grown under localized nitrate supply, emerged lateral roots
elongated in a concentration-dependent manner (Zhang and Forde, 1998; Zhang et
al., 1999). Most notably, the nitrate-reductase double mutant (nia1 nia2) showed a
similar stimulatory-root response to wild-type plants which suggests that nitrate is the
trigger for changing root morphology (Zhang and Forde, 1998). To date, it has not
been clarified by which action nitrate promotes lateral root elongation. A simple
possibility that had been discussed earlier was that nitrate uptake may increase
vacuolar loading and thereby simply increase the turgor of root cells. However,
Remans et al. (2006b) have shown that there is no correlation between uptake rates
of

15N-labeled

nitrate and lateral root elongation. Since the nrt1;1 mutant showed a

reduced lateral root length compared to the wild-type after transfer to localized nitrate
supply in splitted agar plates despite the comparable short-term

15N-nitrate

uptake in

their roots, a sensing mechanism was proposed involving the NRT1;1 transporter
(Remans et al., 2006b). Moreover, under the same conditions, the nitrate-inducible
transcript factor ANR1 was found to be downstream to the signaling pathway (Zhang
and Forde, 1998). Transgenic lines lacking the expression of ANR1 gene showed
insensitive to the nitrate-stimulatory effect on lateral root length (Remans et al.,
2006b; Zhang and Forde, 1998). Further, the involvement of auxin-signaling in the
nitrate-dependent root morphology was brought by the phenotype of axr4 auxin101
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resistant, which was unable to elongate lateral roots under localized nitrate
applications (Zhang et al., 1999). The AXR4 gene codes for a

/ß hydrolase

superfamily protein localized in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) that regulates the
polar localization of AUX1 transporter to the plasma membrane (Dharmasiri et al.,
2006). Interestingly, the axr4 disrupted the AUX1 trafficking in the epidermal cells but
not in the lateral root cap (Dharmasiri et al., 2006). Considering that, differently from
axr4 mutant, the aux1 mutant is still able to trigger nitrate-dependent root
morphology, it can be speculated that a proper auxin distribution in the lateral root
cap is essential for the nitrate-stimulatory effect on lateral root elongation. Consistent
with this, the NRT1;1 and ANR1 co-localized in the lateral root tip (Remans et al.,
2006b).
The lateral root length is also stimulated by Fe-dependent signaling (chapter
3). When Arabidopsis roots were subjected to homogenous or localized supply of 25
µM Fe(III)-EDTA, lateral root length in wild-type plants was twofold higher under
localized than under homogenous Fe supply (Figure 1E). Moreover, lateral root
elongation was not only highly responsive to the mode of Fe supply but also to the
supplied Fe concentration (Figure 1E). This was best observed by the strong
decrease of lateral root length after supplies of higher Fe concentrations (Figure 1E).
In contrast, lateral root number was stimulated by increasing Fe supply, but showed
neither a repression under more elevated Fe supplies nor a consistent dependence
on the mode of Fe supply (Figure 1F). Thus, only lateral root elongation but not
initiation was finely tuned by localized Fe supply. Lateral root elongation in the irt1
mutant required much higher Fe concentrations in the Fe-enriched agar patch to take
place and never reached the same level as that in wild-type plants (Figure 6B).
However, lateral root initiation responded in a less sensitive manner, because the
number of lateral initials in irt1 mounted up to similar levels as in wild-type plants
when higher Fe concentrations were supplied (Figure 6A). Taken together, lateral
root elongation clearly represented the more Fe-sensitive developmental process to
be regulated by local Fe supplies in a concentration-dependent manner. The
identification of the molecular target for the Fe-stimulatory effect on lateral root
growth remains to be investigated.
Preliminary experiments conducted within the frame of this thesis with
DR5::GUS reporter lines grown under localized supply of Fe(III)-EDTA indicated a
strong increase of auxin accumulation in the primary root tip only after it touched the
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Fe-deficient bottom segment but not when Fe was supplied homogeneously (data not
shown). The pattern of auxin accumulation resembled those roots treated by ACC,
which display DR5 expression in the meristematic region and in the elongation zone
(Růzicka et al., 2007). Ethylene often up-regulates auxin biosynthesis and basipetal
auxin transport to the elongation zone that may affect root growth (Růzicka et al.,
2007). Whether ethylene-auxin interactions affect Fe-stimulated lateral root growth is
still unknown. This question might be addressed experimentally by growing under
different mode of Fe-supply mutants defective in polar auxin transporters, such as
AUX1, PIN1 and PIN4, which are involved in ethylene-dependent changes of root
morphology (Růzicka et al., 2007).
In summary, the availability of nutrients described above has an effect on postembryonic root developmental processes. The results presented in this work
(chapters 3 and 4) and others have shown the existence of nutrient-specific signal
transduction pathways that sense and interpret external and internal nutrient
concentrations to modulate root development. The nutrient-hormone plant signaling
network that tightly controls responses of root morphology upon nutrient availability
has begun to be elucidated. The future challenge will be to better understand how
plants coordinate these pathways during growth in the field.
5.2.

Systemic versus local nutrient signaling-responses controlling root
morphology

The findings that a specific nutrient affects different pathways for root
development in a concentration-dependent manner demonstrate that nutrient
availability in plant tissues can regulate signals responsible for changes in root
system architecture (Robinson, 1994). To integrate these adaptive responses,
systemic or long-distance signals are needed to rely on informations about the shoot
and root nutrient conditions. In the case of systemic signals, the nutrient-signal is
perceived in the shoot and subsequently converted in a signal that is mobile, through
the vascular system, to the root (Liu et al., 2009). By this means, normally, the
concentration of a specific nutrient or a nutrient-derived metabolite triggers a signal
that coordinates root system architecture (Liu et al., 2009).
A shoot-borne long-distance signal(s) has been proposed to control an
inhibition of lateral root formation in Arabidopsis roots that were exposed to high
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nitrate concentrations or to high sucrose concentrations (Figure 11C; Zhang et al.,
1999; Little et al., 2005). Nitrate-mediated inhibition was enhanced in a nitrate
reductase mutant suggesting that the nitrate ion itself rather than downstream N
metabolites regulates lateral root formation (Zhang et al., 1999). A systemic and
probably, a phloem-mobile signal released by high nitrate concentrations in the shoot
was postulated (Zhang et al., 1999), although the molecular identity of the signal(s)
regulating root system architecture in response to (shoot) nitrate remain to be
uncovered. The plant hormone abscissic acid (ABA) is a promising candidate, since
exogenous ABA supply mimicked the inhibitory effect of elevated nitrate supplies on
lateral root formation (Signora et al., 2001). Moreover, ABA-insensitive mutants
displayed a lower although not totally abolished lateral root inhibition by nitrate,
indicating that ABA-independent and ABA-dependent pathways exist for nitratemediated inhibition of lateral root formation (Signora et al., 2001; De Smet et al.,
2003; Zhang et al., 2007). Furthermore, a genetic evidence has been obtained that
inhibition by nitrate and ABA share the same signaling pathway, wherein mutants
able to produce lateral roots in the presence of ABA displayed less sensitivity to high
nitrate-induced inhibition of laterals (Zhang et al., 2007). The characterization of
these labi (lateral root ABA-insensitive) genes will certainly provide a better
understanding of lateral root inhibition in dependence of high nitrate supply (Zhang et
al., 2007). The ABA-independent pathway for the nitrate-mediated inhibition of lateral
formation might involve auxin. When Arabidopsis roots pre-cultured under high nitrate
were transferred to a medium containing 1 mM NO3-, lateral root elongation remained
arrested, but at the same time also the auxin content increased considerably relative
to control plants on high N (Walch-Liu et al., 2006). Inversely, the auxin content in the
shoot decreased. These results suggest that high nitrate concentrations in the shoot
might inhibit polar auxin transport to the root and thereby repress lateral root
elongation (Walch-Liu et al., 2006).
A systemic regulation of lateral root formation was also present under
ammonium-grown plants. This was demonstrated on vertically-split agar plates
(chapter 4), when the N status of the main root system (LN root fraction) and shoot
increased due to ammonium or glutamine supply and repressed ammoniumdependent lateral root branching on the HN plate side (Figure 16 and Figure 17).
Hence, the shoot-N status plays a role in controlling ammonium-triggered lateral
formation. Auxin might also be a molecular player in this systemic regulation, given
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that the qko mutant tended to show an enhanced auxin concentration in the shoot
compared to wild-type plants (Figure 27E). To verify this hypothesis, more
experiments are required to measure auxin concentrations in shoot tissues under
different concentrations of localized ammonium supply and under an enhanced N
status of the shoot. However, not only plant hormones, but also transcription factors
or microRNAs might act as long-distance signals (Robert and Friml, 2009). Recently,
high nitrate provision was shown to activate the AFB3/miR393 module to control
primary root growth (Vidal et al., 2010). Interestingly, reduced N forms, such as
ammonium or glutamine, positively affected the expression of miR393 in the root
(Vidal et al., 2010). Thus, nitrate might represent an external while reduced N forms
might represent an internal trigger that modulates root growth via auxin signaling.
However, whether the miR393 acts as a systemic or local signal remains currently
unclear.
In contrast to the examples given by ammonium and nitrate, where systemic
signaling had a strong impact on lateral root development, the present thesis showed
that systemic signaling is not always involved in nutrient-dependent changes of the
root system architecture. High concentrations of localized Fe supply inhibited the
lateral elongation in frd3-1 mutants to a similar extent as in wild-type plants, although
frd3-1 shoots suffered from Fe deficiency (Figure 8D and 8F). Notably, frd3-1 plants
accumulate Fe in roots while the shoot remains Fe deficient (Durrett et al., 2007),
leading to a weaker repression of strategy I responses in roots upon Fe resupply
(Figure 9; Rogers and Guerinot, 2002). Hence, Fe-mediated repression of lateral root
elongation under localized Fe supply was controlled by the Fe concentration in root
but not in the shoot. Thus, evidence for the involvement of a systemic, FRD3dependent shoot signal in shaping Fe-dependent root morphology was not found.
Considering the different contribution of the shoot nutritional status under N
and Fe, the dominance of systemic or local signaling in lateral root morphology
appears to be a nutrient-specific event. A future challenge will be to understand why
certain nutrients that generate morphological adaptations rely on systemic signals
while other nutrients may favor a local signaling pathway.
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5.3.

The nutrient transceptor model for coordinating changes in root
morphology

Information about the nutrient fluctuations in the environment requires a
coordinated sense mechanism to trigger adaptive cell/tissue responses to support
normal plant growth. This relies on two major adaptive responses: (i) improving
nutrient acquisition by regulation of membrane transporters responsive to internal
and external nutrient availabilities and (ii) modulation of root system development
enable an efficient soil exploration by the plant (Loqué and von Wirén, 2004; Gojon et
al., 2009).
Several reports showed nutrient-specific sensing functions in plants that rely
on sensing events by plasma membrane transport proteins. In particular to N, the
nitrate transporter NRT1;1 (CLH1) has been shown to act as a nitrate sensor by
regulating expression levels of the high-affinity nitrate transporter NRT2;1 (Ho et al.,
2009). Mutation analysis showed that nitrate uptake activity is not essentially required
for the sensor function of NRT1;1. The current model states that when nitrate is
present at low concentrations in the soil solution, nitrate binds to NRT1;1 allowing the
transporter to be phosphorylated at the threonine residue T101 by the calciumdependent protein kinase CIPK23 (Ho et al., 2009). This phosphorylation suppresses
any signaling required to activate NRT2;1 expression and NRT1;1 remains active in
the high-affinity range (Ho et al., 2009). In contrast, at high nitrate concentrations,
nitrate binds to another site in NRT1;1, which disables the phosphorylation of T101
and leads to an up-regulation of NRT2;1 while NRT1;1 continues to be active in the
low-affinity phase (Ho et al., 2009). As mentioned before, NRT1;1 and NRT2;1 also
coordinate nitrate-dependent root growth. On the basis of the phenotype described
for the nrt1;1 mutant (Remans et al., 2006b; Remans et al., 2006a) the same
transceptor mechanism, thus a similar interaction between these two transporters,
might be required for root colonization in nitrate-rich patches, although, this remains
to be elucidated.
In case of ammonium, evidence has been provided that membrane transport
and ammonium sensing in roots are coupled events. Under increasing external
ammonium concentrations, the cytosolic C-terminal domain of AMT1;1 interacts with
other subunits in the trimer leading to an inactivation of the trimeric complex (Loqué
et al., 2007). This allosteric regulation is mediated by phosphorylation of the
threonine residue T460 and occurs at ammonium concentrations as low as 50 µM
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(Loque et al., 2007; Lanquar et al., 2009). So far, it has not yet been clarified whether
the AMT1;1 transporter itself or a neighboring receptor-like kinase is responsible for
the sensing of external ammonium concentrations (Lanquar et al., 2009). In the
former case, however, AMT1;1 might act as a transceptor, transporting ammonium
and exerting an intracellular signal at the same time.
The results reported in chapter 4 would support a transceptor function of
AMT1;3 in regulating lateral root architecture. Only AMT1;3 efficiently triggered lateral
root initiation under localized ammonium supply (Figure 20 and 22), whereas AMT1;1
could not restore third-order lateral formation under the same growth conditions
despite its comparable biochemical properties and even higher mRNA expression
levels in the root tissue (Figure 22 and 23). Since a pore mutation and C-terminal
mutations in the AMT1;3 protein not only abolished the ammonium uptake capacity
but also impaired the formation of third-order lateral roots (Figure 26), ammoniumdependent lateral branching appeared to depend on a functional AMT1;3 protein
(Figure 26). These observations suggested that conformational changes in the Cterminus of the AMT1;3 protein might be involved in ammonium-dependent signaling.
A transceptor-based sensing mechanism has been substantiated for the Ndependent pseudohyphal growth in yeast that relies on the high-affinity ammonium
transporter Mep2p (Lorenz and Heitman, 1998; Marini and André, 2000). The
intracellular C-terminus of Mep2p, which is dispensable for ammonium transport, is
required for filamentous growth in response to a signal induced by N starvation
(Rutherford et al., 2008). Moreover, the filamentous growth is dependent on a cyclic
AMP-protein kinase A (cAMP-PKA) pathway (Van Zeebroeck et al., 2008), however,
Arabidopsis AMTs were not able to trigger the PKA-dependent signaling cascade.
Interestingly, methylammonium (MeA) can also activated the Mep2p-PKA signaling
cascade, although only ammonium, but not MeA, can cause conformational changes
in the Mep2p C-terminus for filamentous growth (Van Nuland et al., 2006). Thus,
ammonium binding to the carrier triggers the conformational change that initiates
signaling (Van Nuland et al., 2006). This transceptor mechanism among Meps, MEPtype and AMTs seems to be conserved in the ammonium sensing-signaling. All
together, it is possible to suggest that AMT1;3, in particular, might regulate uptakesensing to trigger ammonium-dependent root morphology. The identification of the
key components in the ammonium-sensing pathway, by transcriptome analysis using
Arabidopsis re-complemented AMT1,3 and AMT1;1 in qko background and grown on
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split agar plates with localized ammonium supply, is the next step to understand how
ammonium controls adaptive root morphology in plants.
A vast number of external and internal signals govern root system architecture
during plant development. In the present thesis, the influence of a localized supply of
ammonium and Fe on root system architecture has been described for the first time,
and in both cases the first molecular components have been identified that are
involved in these morphological adaptations. Future challenges will be not only to
unravel further molecular components of these nutrient-dependent signaling
cascades but also to understand how these signals are integrated at the cellular and
at the whole-plant level. Acquiring such knowledge from model plants, such as
Arabidopsis, is a good starting point, although this knowledge is of particular
importance for agronomically relevant plant species. The application of nutrient
sensing mechanism to agricultural crops certainly carries a large potential to improve
nutrient acquisition and thereby fertilizer use efficiency for more sustainable crop
production (Hochholdinger et al., 2004).
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